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AGENDA

1  APOLOGIES 

To note any apologies for absence.

Laura Gibbard

2  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

To receive any pecuniary or personal interests by members. 

Laura Gibbard

3  MINUTES (Pages 1 - 6)

To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 8 July 2016.

Laura Gibbard

4  GLOUCESTERSHIRE'S LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN 2015-2031 (Pages 
7 - 14)

To receive an update report on Gloucestershire’s Local Transport 
Plan 2015 – 2031.

Ben Watts

5  GFIRST LEP UPDATE (Pages 15 - 18)

To receive an update report on GFirst LEP Growth Deal Activity, 
including progress with Growth Deal 3.

Mally Findlater

6  SKILLS POLICY FOR GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Pages 19 - 24)

To receive an update report on the skills policy for Gloucestershire. 

Peter Holmes



    

7  BUSINESS RATE POOL (Pages 25 - 28)

To receive an update on the state of the Business Rate Pool 
mechanism and health of the Strategic Economic Development 
Fund component. 

David Stanley

8  GLOUCESTERSHIRE INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT PLAN (GIIP) 
(Pages 29 - 68)

To receive an update report on progress with the development of 
the Gloucestershire Infrastructure Investment Plan, including a 
demonstration of the infrastructure analysis and mapping tool. 

Mike Dawson
Jonathan Medlin

9  VISION 2050 AND 'FUTURE AMBITIONS' WORK (Pages 69 - 80)

To receive a report drawing together Vision 2050 and work on future 
economic ambitions. 

Nigel Riglar

10  FUTURE MEETING DATES 

To note that the Committee is due to meet on the following dates in 
2016 and 2017:

Wednesday 30 November 2016
Wednesday 15 March 2017
Wednesday 21 June 2017
Wednesday 6 September 2017
Wednesday 29 November 2017

All meetings to start at 10am (this allows meetings of the 
Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee to take place 
on the same day).

Laura Gibbard

Membership –  Cllr Mark Hawthorne, Cllr Patrick Molyneux, Cllr Robert Vines, Cllr Paul James, 
Cllr Steve Jordan, Cllr Christopher Hancock and Cllr Steve Lydon (Stroud District Council)
Matthew Burgess and Mally Findlater

(a) DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about 
whether to make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Monitoring Officer, 
Jane Burns 01452 328472 /fax: 425149/ e-mail: Jane.Burns@gloucestershire.gov.uk) 
prior to the start of the meeting.

(b) INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or 
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the 
meeting, please contact: Laura Gibbard, Democratic Services Adviser 
:01452 324205/fax: 425850/e-mail: laura.gibbard@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c) GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
Members are required to sign the attendance list.

mailto:Jane.Burns@gloucestershire.gov.uk
mailto:laura.gibbard@gloucestershire.gov.uk


    

(d) 
Please note that photography, filming and audio recording of Council meetings is 
permitted subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions.  Please 
contact Democratic Services (tel 01452 425230) to make the necessary arrangements 
ahead of the meeting.  If you are a member of the public and do not wish to be 
photographed or filmed please inform the Democratic Services Officer on duty at the 
meeting.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as 
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to 
Shire Hall in Westgate Street.  Please remain there and await further instructions.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH JOINT 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of the meeting of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee 
held on Friday 8 July 2016 commencing at 3.00 pm at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, 
Gloucester.

PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:

Cllr Mark Hawthorne
Cllr Paul James
Cllr Steve Jordan
Cllr Patrick Molyneux
Cllr Robert Vines

Cllr Christopher Hancock
Cllr Steve Lydon
Pete Carr
Claire Mould

Substitutes:

Apologies:

42. APOLOGIES 

There were no apologies at the meeting.

43. ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON 

Resolved

That Cllr Mark Hawthorne be elected as Chairperson for the Civic Year 2016-
17.

44. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were made.

45. MINUTES 

Resolved

That the minutes of the meeting held on 16 March 2016 be approved as a 
correct record.

46. GFIRST LEP UPDATE 
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Pete Carr, Deputy Chief Executive of GFirst LEP, provided the Committee with an 
update on GFirst LEP Growth Deal activity.

Members were provided with an overview of the status of projects that were going 
through the approval and funding process, and it was noted that 10 projects had 
Funding Agreements in place. Pete Carr explained that projects reported on a 
monthly basis, and that from July, the Department for Business, Innovation and 
Skills (BIS) would be implementing ‘place based’ reporting arrangements.

Members were informed that LEP staff and Gloucestershire County Council officers 
had updated the Assurance Framework, taking into account the lessons learnt 
during the first year the SEP and Growth Deal were implemented. This had been 
approved by the LEP Board in June and included the broadening of the role of the 
LEP’s Investment Panel to also undertake due diligence reviews on behalf of the 
LEP Board. Pete Carr commented that this was a welcome development which 
would add a further level of scrutiny and insight into projects.

It was suggested by one member that an enhanced understanding of the Local 
Transport Plan would be useful for committee members as the Gloucestershire 
Local Transport Board (GLTB) decision-making arrangements had been transferred 
to the GFirst LEP Board as part of the changes to the Assurance Framework.

Members noted that Gloucestershire County Council was undertaking an audit of 
the LEP and Accountable Body processes, alongside project sampling work that 
was being undertaken by BIS.

Committee members were informed that the deadline for the LEP’s Growth Deal 
Round 3 submission was 28th July 2016. Projects had been assessed and 
prioritised, resulting in 11 new projects that would be included in the submission, 
including several infrastructure projects promoted through  the Gloucestershire 
Infrastructure Investment Plan (GIIP). The estimated funding ‘ask’ for the projects 
would be around £79million. Pete Carr informed members that Diane Savory and 
David Owen would be attending a challenge session in July with Ministers to 
discuss the proposals for Gloucestershire. 

In response to a query, Pete Carr explained to members it had been indicated that 
a formal announcement would be made on the Growth Deal Round 3 submission 
around the time of the Autumn Statement. It was noted that potential delays had 
been considered in project timescales. 

In response to a further query, Pete Carr informed members that he would circulate 
projected outcomes for the Growth Deal Round 3 projects with committee 
members, in due course. 

There was some discussion as to whether projects that had not yet been included 
in local plans should be taken on by the LEP. Pete Carr explained that there was an 
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opportunity for any links with other strategic plans to be highlighted in project 
applications. 

The Committee noted the report.

47. GLOUCESTERSHIRE INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT PLAN (GIIP) 

Nigel Riglar, Commissioning Director: Communities and Infrastructure, 
Gloucestershire County Council, provided an update on progress with the 
development of the Gloucestershire Infrastructure Investment Plan (GIIP).

Members noted that of the projects likely to be included in the final Growth Deal 
Round 3 submission by the LEP, 6 were part of the original 7 strategic infrastructure 
project recommendations from the GIIP. 

Members were informed that following the adoption of the Local Transport Plan 
(LTP) by Full Council at Gloucestershire County Council on 29 June 2016, the 
Senior Officer Group would be cross-checking projects that feature on the GIIP with 
the LTP, with the aim of providing the Committee with recommendations for 
integration of potential new projects.

Members were also informed that projects within the GIIP had been cross-
referenced with District Infrastructure Delivery Plans (IDPs), and had been mapped 
into a GIS system. A demonstration of the system would be provided to members at 
the next meeting.

In response to a query, Nigel Riglar explained that the GIIP would be updated 
following the adoption of the Joint Core Strategy and in light of the Growth Deal 
Round 3 submission. 

Members noted that infrastructure projects needed to be promoted through 
Gloucestershire County Council and the Senior Officer Group, whilst skills-based 
projects needed to be developed through the LEP. It was suggested that the 
possibility of establishing a non-infrastructure investment plan could be considered.

Nigel Riglar explained that the Chepstow Bypass was recommended for inclusion 
on the GIIP at Category E – long term priority; not yet at proposal stage.

Following a suggestion, it was agreed that the GIIP should be updated to include a 
new project - Severn Vale Junction 13A, 14 of M5 junction improvements/new 
junction 13A as a recommendation from the Committee. 

Resolved
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1. To note the information provided in the paper as an update to bringing 
forward Gloucestershire’s growth related strategic infrastructure 
priorities;

2. To approve the inclusion of Chepstow Bypass onto the GIIP; 
3. To approve the inclusion of Severn Vale Junction 13A, 14 of M5 

improvements and new junction 13A, onto the GIIP.

48. GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH 'SHOWCASE' & 'FUTURE 
AMBITIONS' WORK 

Nigel Riglar presented the ‘Gloucestershire Growth Showcase Final Report’ 
document to the Committee, which had been developed to reinforce the message 
that Gloucestershire was ‘open for business’. 

It was proposed that Third Life Economics would produce a draft paper exploring 
the challenges and opportunities for Gloucestershire’s growth ambitions, which 
would be circulated with committee members and stakeholders. A workshop would 
be established for the Committee to gauge its views on Gloucestershire’s growth 
ambitions and to consider implications on the County in September 2016.

Following some discussion, it was determined that the ‘Showcase’ document was a 
scene-setting document and that work to establish how Gloucestershire’s ambitions 
could be achieved would need to be brought to a future meeting. It was highlighted 
that the ‘Showcase’ document was a starting point for the development of 
Gloucestershire’s ambitions and that it would help to drive Devolution ambitions. 
Members also noted that business rate retention could have a role in driving 
economic growth. 

The Committee noted that a similar piece of work on Gloucestershire’s growth 
ambitions was being undertaken by Leadership Gloucestershire. Nigel Riglar 
commented that it was positive to have a range of experts considering and advising 
on Gloucestershire’s ambition for economic growth.

The Committee discussed the impact of the result of the EU Referendum on 
Gloucestershire’s businesses. Some members felt that it would be useful to 
undertake some work looking into business confidence following the EU 
Referendum. Following the discussion, it was understood that work of this nature 
would not be carried out by the Committee until the Government’s negotiations with 
the EU had progressed.  

In response to a query, Nigel Riglar confirmed that he would provide an update for 
the Committee on the skills policy for Gloucestershire during the September 
meeting. 

The Committee noted the report.
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Resolved 

1. To note the completion of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth 
Showcase;

2. To commission a preliminary exercise to test and develop the ambition 
for economic growth with the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint 
Committee. 

49. FUTURE MEETING DATES 

The Committee noted the meeting dates for the remainder of 2016 and for 2017.

CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 4.15 pm
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Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031) AGENDA NO: 

Meeting Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee

Report author Ben Watts - Principal Planning Officer
Ben.watts@gloucestershire.gov.uk – 01452 426771

Background 
documents

Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031) is formed of 13 
separate documents – 

 An Overarching Strategy
 Six location specific Connecting Places Strategies
 Bus Policy Document
 Cycling Policy Document 
 Freight Policy Document
 Highways Policy Document
 Rail Policy Document
 Thinktravel Policy Document

All documents can be accessed via - www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ltp3 

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

All background information used to inform Gloucestershire’s Local Transport 
Plan (2015-2031) is available on the County Council’s website via – 
www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/article/121159/Gloucestershires-Local-
Transport-Plan-Consultation 
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Main consultees Four previous rounds of stakeholder engagement have taken place to 
inform the Local Transport Plan review.  Main consultees were the public, 
County Councillors, District Councils, Parish and Town Councils, 
neighbouring local authorities, Transport Operators, Transport Interest 
Groups, Environmental Groups and Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) 
Officers.

• A Local Transport Plan Issues Stakeholder event was held in July 
2014. A brief questionnaire was circulated at that event which 
encouraged feedback on the existing Local Transport Plan 
document, and any issues or schemes that may need to be 
considered through the review process.  27 representations were 
received.

• During October and November 2014 eight consultation workshops 
were held at locations throughout the County.  160 stakeholders 
attended representing 105 different organisations.  The purpose of 
the workshops was to help participants remain focused on wider 
transport solutions and policy interventions, rather rely on historic 
schemes.

• An LTP Consultation document was consulted on for six weeks from 
16th February to the 27th March 2015. 86 representations were 
received from a variety of local stakeholders.

• A draft LTP Consultation document was consulted on for eleven 
weeks from 19th November 2015 to the 5th February 2016. 217 
representations were received from a variety of local stakeholders.

Planned dates Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031) was formally adopted 
by the County Council on the 29th June 2016

Purpose of report To provide committee members with an enhanced understanding of 
Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031)

Recommendations That the contents of the report be noted

Reasons for 
recommendations

To ensure committee members are aware of the Gloucestershire’s Local Transport 
Plan

Resource 
Implications

The costs of updating the Local Transport Plan have been covered by 
existing budgets.  
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MAIN REPORT CONTENTS

Background 

1.1 Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031) (LTP), was adopted by the County 
Council on the 29th June 2016.

1.2 Since the adoption of the previous LTP in 2011, government has fundamentally altered 
the way transport funding will be allocated.  Funding for Highways maintenance and 
part of the Integrated Transport funding will continue to be awarded to the Council 
directly.  But all other funding associated with local major schemes will now be 
allocated through the Local Growth Deal. Based on the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP), 
the Gloucestershire Growth Deal secured £21.6 Million for new transport schemes and 
£23.9 million for pre-committed transport improvements in Gloucestershire between 
2014 and 2021.

1.3 Despite these changes it remains a statutory requirement under the Local Transport Act 
2008 for Local Authorities to have an LTP to outline their long-term transport strategy.  

1.4 It is therefore essential that Gloucestershire’s LTP is updated to support delivery of the 
SEP, the emerging Local Plans and, where possible, maximise the opportunity for 
further levels of investment as they become available for transport within the county.  It 
also enhances the ability for County Council officers to successfully negotiate with 
developers to secure infrastructure associated with emerging developments. 

1.5 The LTP aims to influence how and when individuals choose to travel so that individual 
travel decisions do not cumulatively result in the failure of the transport network.  
Failure signifies dangerous travel conditions, prolonged travel delay (congestion) and 
ultimately network gridlock.  If not addressed this can impact on the desirability of 
Gloucestershire as a place to live, work and invest. 

1.6 The LTP is a significant material consideration when a Local Planning Authority 
determines a planning application.  

1.7 The LTP should be consulted during:

• Pre-application discussions with developers

• The master planning of development sites

• The production and assessment of Transport Assessments or Transport 
Statements

• The production of transport evidence supporting a Local Plan or Neighbourhood 
Development Plan

• The designing of new transport infrastructure
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• The reviewing of public transport contracts or responding to franchise 
consultations

• Applying for funding bids 

• Providing consultation responses

1.8 The LTP is delivered in partnership with parish and district councils, organisations, 
businesses, transport operators and individuals. Gloucestershire County Council is the 
Local Highway Authority and the Transport Authority, but it does not have the resources 
to address all of the county’s transport issues without close partnership working and 
shared responsibility.

1.9 It is no longer a function of the LTP to identify funding for transport.  Funding streams 
are needed to support the delivery of the strategy. These may include development 
funding through S106 agreements and/or Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) in 
partnership with Local Planning Authorities. 

1.10 Funding for schemes to mitigate the impact of development is provided through 
individual planning obligation agreements inline with the policies outlined in the National 
Planning Policy Framework.  

1.11 At the time of writing the LTP, planning obligation agreements are made through 
Section 106 agreements and agreed between the county council and the developer.  
Should the District Authorities adopt a CIL this will also contribute funding towards the 
infrastructure requirements of the new development.  However, it should be noted that 
CIL cannot be expected to pay for all of the infrastructure requirements.

1.12 The main capital fund awarded to Gloucestershire by Government, which includes road 
improvement and larger transport schemes, is the Local Growth Fund (LGF).  G-First 
LEP has the devolved authority to administer this.  This is the main funding mechanism 
for large transport schemes within the county.  The LEP Board determines how the LGF 
will be spent.   All large highways and transport schemes are considered by the GEGJC 
prior to recommendation to the LEP Board.  

1.13 Capital and revenue funding for highway maintenance is, as previously, allocated by 
the Department for Transport to the County Council using a needs based formula.  

1.14 Transport priorities within the LTP are identified on the basis of compliance with the 
overarching LTP objectives.  They do not represent a commitment by County Council 
for funding.  Rather, they provide the basis for future funding bids, as opportunities 
arise, and in discussions with funding partners, such as the Government, transport 
operators, the G-First LEP and developers.

1.15 The LTP can support a community’s concerns and wishes during development 
decisions; it can help lever in resources to help create well functioning, healthy streets 
and places.
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1.16 The LTP is a living document which will be updated to reflect the adoption of the 
following types of documents:

• Department for Transport - National Guidance

• Gloucestershire County Council – Corporate Documents

• Local Enterprise Partnership – Strategic Economic Plan

• District led Local / City Plans

• A Neighbourhood Development Plan

• Adoption of CIL 

1.17 Should the District Council’s adopt a CIL charging schedule this will inform the scheme 
priorities and delivery phasing outlined in the LTP.

1.18 Proposed minor changes which are deemed compliant with the LTP may be agreed 
through discussions with the Lead Cabinet Member.  

1.19 Where proposed changes are deemed to be significant or, where the impact of the 
change would affect communities from multiple council divisions, approval will be 
sought from Gloucestershire County Council’s Cabinet.  

1.20 Where the decision to amend the strategy may have a significant impact on a local 
community there will be local consultation.  

1.21 At officer level, delivery of the LTP will be overseen by the LTP Management Board, 
comprising those managers responsible for the delivery of the individual elements of 
LTP strategy.  This Board will be overseen by the Commissioning Director responsible 
for Highways and Transportation.

1.22 LTP Implementation Reports will be produced annually to document scheme delivery, 
any changes to the LTP documents and performance against the LTP monitoring 
indicators.  All documents will be published on the County Council website.

Options

2.1 There are no options to consider this report is for information only.

Risk assessment  

3.1 Any reputational risk for the County Council through the LTP Review process has been 
mitigated by documenting and publishing outputs from previous rounds of consultation 
thereby ensuring transparency during the decision making process.

3.2. The risks associated with the delivery or non delivery of priorities within the LTP will be 
managed on an individual basis by project managers and the overall LTP scheme risk 
register will be presented monthly to the County Council’s LTP Management Board.
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Officer advice

4.1 That the points raised in this report are duly noted.

Equalities considerations

5.1 A summary of the main transport issues affecting protected groups is provided below:

 Age, disability and gender are the 3 protected groups most affected by transport issues. 
We have sought to understand this as fully as possible and to support measures which 
address the possible adverse impacts on these groups in relation to transport.

 Public transport service provision and community transport schemes are positive for 
disabled and older people in particular. They are more likely to experience mobility 
difficulties and Life Limiting Illness which may restrict travel independence and access 
to the labour market, health services and other amenities.

 Investment in walking and cycling infrastructure will on the whole advantage many 
protected groups. In particular, children, younger people and older people make 
proportionately more pedestrian trips than the wider population. This active travel will 
also be beneficial in terms of helping to reduce health inequalities experienced by some 
of these groups by reducing barriers which prevent walking and cycling activities.

 Improvements to road safety and security for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport 
users will realise positive impacts for protected groups as they tend to be over-
represented in terms of accidents and their fear of crime. Improvements to driver road 
safety and speed management will safeguard both drivers and vulnerable road users.

 For Gloucestershire to grow as a modern economically and socially successful county 
an effective, sustainable transport network should allow everyone to conveniently 
access employment, education, shops, leisure, health care and other essential 
services.

Consultation feedback

6.1 Views on the draft LTP were sought from the public during an 11 week consultation 
period which lasted between 20th November 2015 and 5th February 2016.  This was 
the fourth and final stage of the public engagement process.  Three previous rounds of 
stakeholder engagement have taken place to inform the LTP Review process.  

 Stage 1 – An LTP Issues Stakeholder event was held in July 2014. A brief 
questionnaire was circulated at that event which encouraged feedback on the existing 
document, and any issues or schemes that may need to be considered through the 
review process.  27 representations were received.

 Stage 2 - During October and November 2014 eight consultation workshops were held 
at locations throughout the County.  160 stakeholders attended representing 105 
different organisations.  
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 Stage 3 - An LTP Consultation document was consulted on for six weeks from 16th 
February to the 27th March 2015. 86 representations were received from a variety of 
local stakeholders.

 Stage 4 – The Consultation document, revised on the basis of responses received 
previously, was consulted on for six weeks from 16th November 2015 to the 5th 
February 2016.

6.2 All background information used to inform Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan 
(2015-2031) is available on the County Council’s website via – 
www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/article/121159/Gloucestershires-Local-Transport-Plan-
Consultation

Performance management/follow-up 

7.1 The LTP 2015-2031 is a living document, and will be updated and amended to reflect 
changes in policy, funding or implementation at a local and national level.  
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GFirst LEP Update for GEGJC meeting August 2016 

Gloucestershire Growth Deal 

 

 

a) Current project funding 
 

The current status of the projects that are going through the approval and funding process is as follows: 

Stage of Process Project/s 

Outline Business Cases 
Approved 

All 

Conditional funding letters 
issued 

All 

Due diligence commenced 14 projects: GREEN; STEM projects x 4; airport; Blackfriars; Cyber; 
Growth Hub expansion; Growth Hub Network; Berkeley Bridges; 
Cinderford spine road; RAU rural innovation centre; Gloucester 
Central Transport Hub 
 

Due diligence completed 14 projects: GREEN; STEM projects x 4; airport; Blackfriars; Cyber; 
Growth Hub expansion; Growth Hub Network; Berkeley Bridges; 
Cinderford spine road; RAU rural innovation centre; Gloucester 
Central Transport Hub 
 

GFirst LEP Board approval for 
funding agreement 
 

14 projects: GREEN; STEM projects x 4; airport; Blackfriars; Cyber; 
Growth Hub Network; Berkeley Bridges; Cinderford spine road; RAU 
rural innovation centre; Gloucester Central Transport Hub; Growth 
Hub expansion 
 

Funding Agreement in place 11 projects: GREEN; STEM projects x 4; airport; Blackfriars; Cyber; 
Berkeley Bridges; Cinderford spine road; Gloucester Central 
Transport Hub 

  

 

b) Project reporting 
 

At the end of Q4 2015/16: 
 

 the out turn from the current Growth Deal programme was £13.169m 
 

 the actual cumulative total spend (including direct leverage/match) was £14.86m 
 

 the total leverage (direct and follow-on) declared by the projects (ie includes some committed 
but not yet spent) was £25.368m   
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c) Assurance Framework update and refresh 
As covered in the July 2016 meeting, our Assurance Framework has now been updated and published on 

the GFirst LEP website. The annexes to the main document have now also been reviewed and updated 

to fit the changes explained previously and these too have been published on the LEP website.  

http://www.gfirstlep.com/Home/Assurance-Framework/?Result=1  

One of the key changes, as highlighted at the last meeting, will be the Investment Panel taking on 

responsibilities for reviewing the due diligence reports and making recommendations to the LEP Board 

regarding project funding and funding conditions. The first meeting of the Investment Panel that will 

include Growth Deal projects will be in September 2016 with recommendations going to the LEP Board 

for its October 2016 meeting. 

A ‘lessons learned’ report has been prepared by the Programme Management Group (PMG) and shared 

with the LEP Board at its August meeting. This will be extended further by GFirst LEP staff by asking 

project promoters for further feedback for inclusion in the report. An updated report will then be shared 

with BEIS and the LEP Board in October 2016. GEGJC and Joint Scrutiny Committee members are 

welcome to review this report when finalised. 

 
d) Audit and project sampling 
As explained at the July meeting, GCC is undertaking an audit of the LEP and Accountable Body 

processes for Growth Deal and this is still underway. Findings will be used by the Programme 

Management Group (PMG) to inform its continuous improvement of the management processes for 

Growth Deal. 

In parallel with this audit, BIS is undertaking project sampling work on three categories of Growth 

Deal projects for all LEPs. These are:  

 One transport project above £5m (Gloucester Central Transport Hub) 

 One transport project below £5m (Berkeley Bridges) 

 One other project within the key LGF themes (housing, skills) (GREEN) 
 

As with the GCC audit, the project sampling work and review by BEIS analysts is still going on and 

GEGJC and Joint Scrutiny Committee members will be updated about the findings of this once they 

have been made available to GFirst LEP. 

 

e) Growth Deal Round 3  

GFirst LEP submitted its Growth Deal Round 3 bid ahead of the 28th July deadline. This included details of 

all the proposed projects, projected leverage, outputs and outcomes as well as explanations of the ‘fit’ 

with Government priorities, how we are managing our current Growth Deal, etc. The bid document can 

be found at http://www.gfirstlep.com/gfirst-LEP/Our-Priorities/Our-Vision/ Please click on ‘Strategic 
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Economic Plan’ and the Growth Deal 3 Submission is near the bottom of the page. 

Diane Savory, David Owen, Nigel Riglar and Pete Carr attended a challenge session in July with Robert 

Goodwill, MP to present and discuss our proposals for Gloucestershire. The feedback was very positive 

and the Minister made it very clear that GFirst LEP was a very well-regarded LEP nationally. 

11 projects were included in our bid, and these fit closely with our Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and 

original Growth Deal, contribute to a number of Government priorities and address local needs. The 

projects cover: the cyber security of the UK; skills development; opening up of strategic housing and 

employment land; housing growth; increased productivity; regeneration. 

The total ask of the Single Local growth Fund (SLGF) was just under £79M. 

The prioritized list of projects was shared at the last GEGJC meeting and we are expecting feedback from 

Government on our bid in September 2016, although final confirmation of funds will not be made until 

the autumn statement 

 

Pete Carr, GFirst LEP  

23/08/16 
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A Skills Policy for Gloucestershire AGENDA NO: 

Meeting 

Report author Peter Holmes
01452 328689

Peter.holmes@gloucestershire.gov.uk 

Background 
documents

Report to GEGJC, 16th March 2016

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

Give information on how the above background documents can be 
inspected, eg. relevant web links 

Main consultees GFirst LEP Board, Federation of College Principals

Planned dates
Purpose of report To seek approval for a Gloucestershire skills policy 

Recommendations

To recommend the establishment of an Employment & Skills Board to 
develop the policy into a more detailed employment and skills strategy for the 
county. 

Reasons for 
recommendations

This may be completed by reference to the relevant paragraphs in the 
report.

Resource 
Implications

None for the purposes of this report. 
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MAIN REPORT CONTENTS

Please number the paragraphs for ease of reference

Background 
1. The proposal for a skills policy was first discussed with the Gloucestershire Economic 

Growth Joint Committee on 16th March 2016. Subsequently it has been seen and 
commented on by economic development officers from local authorities, the Federation 
of Gloucestershire College Principals and the GFirst LEP Board and is now returning to 
the Joint Committee in revised and updated form for final agreement and discussion on 
the next steps. 

2. The proposed policy is intended to act as a framework for an Employment & Skills 
Board, comprising public, private and third sector stakeholders, which would be tasked 
with developing and implementing a skills strategy for the county. This would need to 
be built on the policy steer and the evidence being collected on employment and skills  
to identify specific issues that need to be addressed to achieve the overall aim of 
economic growth. 

3. Public investment in skills development is coming under pressure. The challenge is how 
best to use the funding available and influence the spend of others to make 
investments that support the economic growth of the county, namely;
 businesses investing in skills development, including use of the Apprenticeship Levy 

where appropriate1

 schools, universities, colleges and other training providers preparing young people for 
the world of work

 individuals committing to learning loans for Level 3 and above qualifications

4. Should a devolution deal be agreed, the government will devolve the Adult Education 
Budget (AEB), comprising funds for adults aged 19 and over to undertake non 
accredited learning or to gain a first full Level Two qualification. Potentially the AEB 
could be worth £15-20m and is currently allocated to colleges and the county council. It 
comes with caveats and is but a small part of the approximately £600million invested in 
schools and further and higher education in the county. Funding skills development is 
also increasingly being put in the hands of individuals and employers through the use of 
the Apprenticeship Levy and learning loans. 

5. Much of the AEB is committed to government entitlements such as first full level 2/3 
provision for adults. It also supports 6th form students who come to colleges aged 17 
and complete their programme outside of the qualifying age period for youth funding. 
However, even limited funds present an opportunity for local decision making and 
influence. 

6. Since the March meeting, the government has published its Post 16 Skills Plan2 for 
technical education. This is termed ‘an ambitious framework to support young people 
and adults to secure a lifetime of sustained skilled employment and meet the needs of 
our growing and rapidly changing economy’ and aims to address the need for more 
highly skilled people, trained effectively, to grow the economy and raise productivity, 
and ensure prosperity and security for individuals. It aims to streamline technical 

1 This will apply to any organisation with a staffing budget of over £3m from April 2017
2 Post 16 Skills Plan  DfE/BIS July 2016
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education into 15 routes linked to employer set standards and feeding into the 
Apprenticeship programme. Any reform will have to be achieved within existing 
budgets. 

7. The Plan does not explicitly address the ‘second chance’ agenda whereby adults 
without basic skills need help to re-engage, although changes to ensure young people 
without a Level 2 qualification in maths and English continue to study for them 
alongside other qualifications is intended to address this in the longer term. However, 
there will still be some flexibility in budgets to accommodate adult ‘second chance’ 
learning. 

8. Localism is handing some of the public investment to locally accountable bodies to 
ensure there is flexibility to meet local need. Even in areas where devolution has not 
been enabled, the government expects local influence to help shape what colleges and 
others in receipt of public funds deliver. 

9. The Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) for Gloucestershire sets out how our economy will 
grow by 2022 through creating 34,000 jobs, more than 5,000 new apprenticeships and 
creating a gross value added (GVA) uplift of 4.7% - almost £500 million, significantly 
outstripping the long term GVA average achieved in Gloucestershire. 

10.Skills are recognised as crucial to this economic growth. This will require;
 Upskilling the present workforce to meet new challenges, both known and for the future
 Growing the workforce of Gloucestershire to meet short and long term demand. 
 Supporting young people and adults make the right choices and acquire the knowledge, 

skills and attitudes needed by employers

A Skills Policy for Gloucestershire
Aim of Policy
11.The proposed aim of the skills policy for Gloucestershire is:

To address economic growth by increasing skill levels within the county to the benefit of 
both residents and businesses. 

12.All levels of skills are within scope but particular emphasis will be placed on higher level 
technical and professional skills and providing skills for those needing to re-engage with 
learning as a route into employment or re-employment.

Priorities 
13.Following consultation and feedback it is proposed that priorities for public investment 

and influence should be;
1. Providing information, advice & guidance for young people and adults
Supporting schools and colleges fulfil their duty to provide impartial advice and 
guidance and helping adults make informed choices that enable progression
2. Developing basic skills and attitudes that improve employability. 
The main skills demand will continue to be in replacement jobs. Employees and new 
entrants to the labour market should have the basic qualifications and attitudes to work 
to enable employers to develop more specialist skills. Special emphasis should be 
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placed on helping the most vulnerable and marginal residents of Gloucestershire to 
access employment opportunities.
3. Supporting employers to invest in skills
Employers ensure their workforce has the right skills. Using their feedback and helping 
them identify and source the right skills development is needed to make best use of 
limited public investment in skills.
4. Forecasting future skills needs
Knowing what jobs will be available in the longer term is vital to maintaining competitive 
advantage and should be a cornerstone of any skills commissioning. Skills 
commissioned should be flexible and future-proof.
5. Reducing unemployment and the pool of economically inactive adults
Gloucestershire already benefits from one of the lowest unemployment claimant counts 
in the country at 1.1% but 16.5% of the working age population (16-24) are 
economically inactive3. 30% of those who were inactive wanted a job, a higher figure 
than the South West or the UK as a whole where the percentage is around 25%. There 
will also be individuals in the remaining 70% who may have given up on getting work 
but could be re-skilled and given the confidence to work if their multiple needs were 
adequately addressed. 
6. Maintaining a strong  provider base
Skills training is a major sector in its own right and the county is fortunate to have a 
diverse and high quality base to draw on in both the public, private and third sectors. 
The sector will be developed through capital investment and skills commissioning.
7. Addressing variance in need
The county’s economy is as diverse as its geography and local variance will need to be 
taken into account in any detailed skills strategy.

Outcomes
14.The outcomes we will seek to achieve are;

 More young people entering the labour market with the skills, knowledge and attitudes 
required to make them employable 

 Growing a larger and more skilled workforce in line with employer/ labour market needs 
 Increasing the number of Apprenticeships available in the county
 Reducing the number of unemployed and economically inactive people of working age
 Skills developed in response to the particular economic developments of each part of 

the county
 ‘Future proofed’ skills provision that can accommodate new opportunities for growth

15. Our success will be measured primarily by improvements to economic growth and 
reductions in economically inactive adults of working age. 

Next Steps
16. Subject to approval by the GEGJC, the policy will form the basis of a more detailed 

skills strategy, incorporating commonly agreed datasets to underpin the 
recommendations. 

3 ONS July 2016 
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1941962903/report.aspx?town=gloucestershire#tabeinact 
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17. Gloucestershire’s devolution proposal is still under consideration. A requirement of 
devolution is the establishment of an Employment & Skills Board to oversee the 
development and implementation of a skills policy and strategy. However, in many 
areas an Employment & Skills Board have been established without a devolution deal 
and are making a difference. It is recommended that the next step is for the Joint 
Committee and the LEP to agree to establish an Employment & Skills Board. This can 
operate outside a devolution framework by reporting to the Joint Committee and LEP 
Board but could equally be part of a combined authority if this is established.

18. Having a clear policy steer, getting the right data to understand the local labour 
market, senior level commitment to a Board, professional support and a robust skills 
strategy with short term successes and long term solutions are all keys to a successful 
Board. Gloucestershire can learn from examples elsewhere. Therefore the county 
council has commissioned a small piece of work to look at the key ingredients of a 
successful Board. 

19. The county council and LEP will work with other partners to establish an Employment 
& Skills Board by January 2017. A priority for the Board will be to agree a skills 
strategy based on this policy. 

Risk assessment  
20.Not applicable to this item. 

Officer advice
21. That the Joint Committee adopt the skills policy as the basis for the development of a 

skills strategy and the start of a work programme for an Employment & Skills Board.

Equalities considerations
22. The skills strategy will need to take account of any equalities issues raised through its 

development.

Consultation feedback
23. Feedback has been incorporated into the proposed skills policy. 

Performance management/follow-up 
24. Proposals for the remit and membership of the Board will be brought back to the LEP 

Board and Joint Committee later in the Autumn. In the first instance the Board would 
report to the Joint Committee and LEP Board. 
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Gloucestershire Business Rates Pool Update AGENDA NO: 

Meeting Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee, 7 September 2016

Report author David Stanley – Accountancy Manager
Stroud District Council
Tel: 01453 754100
Email: david.stanley@stroud.gov.uk

Background 
documents

None

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

N/A 

Main consultees Gloucestershire Chief Financial Officers

Planned dates N/A

Purpose of report To update members of the committee on the 2015/16 outturn regarding the 
Gloucestershire Business Rates Pool.

Recommendations
The Committee:
1. Note the outturn position with the Pool for 2015/16

Reasons for 
recommendations

The Business Rates Pool suffered a significant blow in 2014/15, although 
2015/16 performance has recovered some of these losses.  The Pool 
Management Team has taken steps to mitigate the risks of any future 
losses but the Committee needs to be mindful of the current risks.

Resource 
Implications

There are no resource implications to implementing this recommendation 
however, despite the mitigating action taken, Pool members must be aware 
of the risks associated with Pooling and make appropriate provision within 
their individual authorities.
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Background 
1. The Gloucestershire Business Rates Pool (GBRP) was set up to maximise the 

business rate income retained within the County and to support economic growth within 
the area of the Local Enterprise Partnership. 

2. In 2013/14, the first year of operation, the Pool reported a surplus of £774,862 of which 
£94,972 was paid to the Strategic Economic Development Fund supporting the work of 
the Joint Committee.

3. In 2014/15, the pool suffered a significant loss due to the impact of backdated appeals 
on rateable values and in particular, the successful backdated appeal by Virgin Media, 
the largest valued business in Tewkesbury. The final pool position for 2014/15 
published a deficit of £2.3m following a safety net payment to Tewkesbury of £3.9m.

4. Despite representations to the various Secretaries of State, no financial compensation 
or other consideration was received. 

5. With the ongoing risk associated with the VM issue and following the Committee’s 
agreement, the Pool was dissolved and a new Pool was formed excluding Tewkesbury 
from April 2016.

Update on the Pool outturn position for 2015/16
6. The 2015/16 outturn position for the Pool is based on the NNDR3 returns made to 

Government for each authority.  Based on these returns, the Pool reported a surplus of 
£1.129m. This is predominantly due to an improved position across the majority pool 
members (in particular Stroud, Gloucester and Cotswold) and the consequential impact 
of the lower pool levy rate 

7. After accounting for a safety net payment to Tewkesbury of £252k, the remaining 
balance of £878k was distributed back to pool members pro-rata to 2014/15’s deficit  in 
accordance with the governance arrangements.

Forecast for the Pool 2016/17
8. Following the completion of the Government returns which set the level of Business 

Rates income for each authority for the 2016/17 year, it is estimated that an additional 
£2.5m will be retained in Gloucestershire as a result of pooling.

9. Based on the current governance arrangements, the Strategic Economic Development 
Fund would receive around £250k. This assumes that the remaining losses incurred by 
pool members in 2014/15 (£934k) will be recovered from the pool surplus (as per the 
forecast in paragraph 8) in 2016/17 and whether a Pool Reserve is held.

10.An update on the 2016/17 forecast will be considered by the Gloucestershire CFOs at 
their meeting later in September with an update provided to this committee in 
November.

11.Members may be aware that NHS Trusts are continuing to look to be classified as 
charitable bodies and therefore qualify for mandatory charitable business rates relief of 
80% of their business rates. In the event they are successful with this application, it 
would have a significant impact on the new pool in 2016/17.
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100% Business Rates Retention
12. It is the Government’s intention to introduce 100% Business Rates Retention to local 

government by the end of this parliament.
13.The Government issued 2 consultation papers in July 2016 – “Self-sufficient local 

government: 100% Business Rates Retention” and “Fair Funding Review: Call for 
evidence on Needs and Redistribution”.  Both consultations close on 26 September 
2016.

14.The Business Rates Retention paper has 4 sections that include 36 questions – 
Devolution of responsibilities, Rewarding growth and sharing risk, Local tax flexibilities, 
Accountability and accounting.

15.The Government has signalled that it is minded to retain the basic structure of the 
current system, but it is important to note that 100% rate-retention will operate for local 
government as a sector. Individual authorities will not necessarily keep 100% of their 
rates: top-ups and tariffs means that business rates will be redistributed around the 
country.

16.Further, more technical papers on specific workings of the reformed system will be 
issued for consultation in the Autumn.

Risk Assessment
17.Some risk remains from the Business Rates Pool should there be significant backdated 

appeals settled.  The issue of NHS Trusts requesting charitable status is the most 
significant financial risk to the pool and pool members.

Officer Advice
18.No officer advice required

Equalities considerations
19.There are no equalities considerations associated with this decision. It is purely a 

financial consideration.

Consultation feedback
20.Each of the Business Rates Pool members has been consulted about this report and 

support the recommendation.

Performance Management/follow-up
21.A report on the performance of the Business Rates Pool will be presented to the next 

meeting of the Joint Committee.  Between now and then, Chief Financial Officers will 
keep Chief Executives and Leaders appraised of any developments 
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Gloucestershire Infrastructure Investment AGENDA NO: 

Meeting Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee 

Report author Mike Dawson – Chief Executive, Tewkesbury

Nigel Riglar – Commissioning Director: Communities & Infrastructure, 
Gloucestershire County Council

Background 
documents

1. GEGJC Infrastructure Investment Pipeline (GIIP) (see Annex 1)

2. District Council Infrastructure Delivery Plans:
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/extra/article/107553/Gloucestershire-
Strategic-Infrastructure-Delivery-Plan-SIDP
http://www.stroud.gov.uk/info/plan_strat/stroud_idp.pdf
http://www.fdean.gov.uk/media/Assets/ForwardPlan/documents/AllocationsPl
an/FOD_IDP_WD_Issue_16_Feb_2015.pdf
http://www.gct-
jcs.org/Documents/EvidenceBase/JCSIDPMainReportISSUE2013-10-15.pdf
http://consult.cotswold.gov.uk/portal/fp/infrastructure_delivery_plan/draft_infra
structure_delivery_plan_2013?tab=files

3. GFirst LEP - Gloucestershire submission under Growth Deal:
http://www.gfirstlep.com/Our-Priorities/Our-Vision/ 

4. GFirst LEP report on submission Local Growth Deal and negotiations with 
Ministers – also on agenda. 

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

As listed above or on request from the report authors.

Main consultees A wide range of public and private sector representatives have provided input 
to the various Council and Gfirst LEP processes that have informed the 
development of the Gloucestershire Infrastructure Investment Pipeline and 
the recommendations set out in this report. 

Planned dates The Autumn Statement will formally announce the results of the Local Growth 
Deal submission by GFirst LEP.
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Purpose of report This report:

1. Provides an update on the progress made against the GIIP;
2. Provides a more detailed summary of key projects which represent the 

current and ongoing work plan of officers in each area; and
3. Introduces and outlines new projects for inclusion. 

Recommendations

The Joint Committee resolves to note the:

1. Proposed review of the recently approved Local Transport Plan to 
update the GIIP project list;

2. Projects submitted from the GIIP for Local Growth Fund funding 
through the LEP; 

3. GIS mapping exercise to visualise interdependencies between 
strategic sites and infrastructure requirements;

4. Priority projects in Annex 2 across Gloucestershire.

Reasons for 
recommendations

To update and enable the GEGJC to understand the progress made against 
key projects and priorities for Gloucestershire. It also seeks to develop the 
immediate infrastructure and business growth priorities for external funding 
opportunities.

It also seeks to support the development of a Gloucestershire Vision for 
2050.

Resource 
Implications

There are no direct resource implications associated with this decision. 
However, each project promoted will be subject to its own funding 
arrangements and the Accountable Body of each fund available will have a 
set criteria relating to the fund itself. Where resources can be funded as part 
of the project cost, this approach will be taken.

Background 

1. At the March meeting of the GEGJC, the Joint Committee expressed an interest 
in understanding further detail of projects contained within the GIIP. The GIIP 
itself is a summary dashboard which takes a range of information from project 
business cases and condenses into a single document. 

2. In response to this request, this report at Annex 2 provides detail on a number of 
projects which are considered top priority by districts and boroughs across 
Gloucestershire. These projects are all at differing stages with a range of funding 
options (listed alphabetically by category). 

Progress against the GIIP

3. There have been three key developments since the last Joint Committee 
meeting. These are:

a. Approval of the Local Transport Plan;
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b. Submission of the Local Growth Fund bid by GFirst LEP on behalf of 
Gloucestershire; and 

c. Commencement of the GIS mapping to align infrastructure across GIIP 
and Infrastructure Delivery Plans.

4. Each of these developments has an impact on the GIIP in relation to further 
developing a robust outline of all infrastructure requirements, taking projects 
forward through (potentially) successful funding bids as well as ensuring there is 
more visibility against projects across the whole geography.

Approval of the Local Transport Plan

5. Following the approval of the Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan (LTP), and in 
response to ensuring the GIIP is constantly updated with live information, an 
exercise is underway to ensure that the projects contained within also feature on 
the GIIP. This process is being driven by using a range of criteria. This includes 
evidence that projects are:

 Strategic infrastructure delivering economic growth and place making 
objectives 

 Requires capital investment, not revenue funding
 Facilitates sustainable growth where development would not come 

forward in a sustainable way without it
 Delivers value for money
 Fits within categories of:

 Bringing forward employment land to create jobs
 Enables housing delivery
 Supports and delivers wider regeneration objectives
 Delivers transport
 Creates new facilities for education
 Enhances supply of energy
 Promotes digital inclusion

6. Once the process of aligning the LTP has been completed, any projects that are 
identified for inclusion on the GIIP will be brought back to SOG and Joint 
Committee for approval. 

Submission of the Local Growth Plan

7. In his letter of 12 April 2016 the then Secretary of State for Communities and 
Local Government Greg Clark set out six criteria the government would use to 
assess submissions for Local Growth Deal 3. These criteria consisted of:

I. A specific sum for a clear purpose with clear outputs 
II. Strong collaboration and partnership

III. Stronger, reformed governance
IV. Private sector investment and SME focus
V. Engagement with Government key objectives

VI. Delivery of existing growth deals
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8. Following an earlier process to determine suitable projects for submission, the 
projects were presented to and assessed by the LEP board, team and Council 
officers. The final list of project submitted to government, valued at £78.727m is:

 Longford Housing - A40 Longford Traffic Mitigations to support the JCS 
Strategic Allocations

 Cheltenham Cyber Park - Cheltenham Cyber Business Park - 
infrastucture & site preparation 

 Forest of Dean Campus - Cinderford Campus Build Gloucestershire 
College

 Cirencester Enterprise Quarter RAU - Cirencester Enterprise Quarter 
(CEQ)

 Gloucester Railway Station - Gloucester Railway Station, A Gateway to 
Economic Growth

 Cinderford Regeneration - Cinderford Northern Quarter Site Preparation 
Works

 Eco Park and Sports Stadium - Dualling the A419 between J13 of the 
M5 and Chipmans Roundabout

 Airport Expansion - Hangar Development, Gloucestershire Airport
 Littlecombe Housing - Littlecombe Regeneration Site
 Centre of Excellence for Food and Drink - Centre of Excellence for 

Food and Drink industry & general growth in engineering and 
manufacturing

 Brimscombe Housing - Brimscombe Port

9. Detail of this submission will also be on the agenda for discussion at this 
meeting.  

GIS mapping to align infrastructure

10. In response to ensuring that interdependencies between projects on the GIIP 
and wider opportunities such as windfall sites are identified and monitored, a 
process of GIS mapping has commenced. 

11.This has involved using infrastructure knowledge taken from GIIP and 
Infrastructure Delivery Plans (IDP) and mapping the sites onto a layered system 
to visually represent growth. This can also be cross referenced and interrogated 
at an individual site or scheme level at a geographical level. A demonstration will 
be carried out at this meeting.

Funding opportunities

12.  There are a number of funding schemes that are currently available to 
Gloucestershire and its partners in order to seek funding sources for 
infrastructure projects. The current list of opportunities includes:

Large Local Major Transport schemes - M5 Junction 10
The Dft announced a bidding opportunity for LEPs to bid for funds to 
undertake an outline business case (OBC) for large schemes, normally 
considered too large to bid for via the Growth Deals. At the end of July, 
the LEP submitted a bid to the Dft for £1.15m of revenue to undertake an 
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OBC for an all movements M5 Junction 10. It is expected that 
Government will announce the successful bids around the time of the 
Autumn Statement later this year.

Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) – Access fund 
Dft announced a new ‘LSTF’ style revenue bidding opportunity in June 
2016, called the ‘Access fund’. This is for revenue for LSTF measures for 
2017/18 to 2019/2020.  A bid for £1.47m is being developed for 
submission to Dft by 9 September 2016. The bid will build on the existing 
programme, delivering improved access to major events, workplace, 
education and skills, and Think Travel promotional activities at 
Cheltenham spa and Gloucester rail stations (linked to existing and 
proposed growth deal bids). It is important to note that this is revenue 
funding only and cannot be used to deliver actual capital schemes.

Highways England Growth and Housing Fund.  
Bids were submitted to Highways England for capital contributions for 
Elmbridge Transport and Gloucester South West Bypass, but 
unfortunately both were unsuccessful.
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Annex 1 – GIIP (see attached) 

Annex 2 – Project Summaries 

Cheltenham Borough Council

Priority project 1: Cheltenham Cyber Business Park – Infrastructure Needs

This project is about accelerating the release of 45ha of employment land, which will support the 
creation of around 10,000 jobs and at least 500 housing units. The project proposes to deliver the 
highways infrastructure necessary to meet the expectation of the Highways Agency and Gloucestershire 
County Council Highways in relation to the development of the Cheltenham Cyber Business Park. Likely 
elements of the infrastructure include improvements to junctions 10, 11 and 11a of the M5; Arle Court 
roundabout improvements; traffic management; public transport; cycle facility improvements and 
potential contribution to the link road. The package of measures at this stage is not certain, but is 
expected to cost £10-£30 million. 

GCHQ will be delivering a government funded Cyber Innovation Centre, as part of the National Cyber 
Security Centre. It is expected that, with the delivery of this infrastructure, the Cyber Innovation Centre 
will act as a catalyst for developing a full Cyber Business Park, offering capability and networks to 
support the development of cyber related businesses in the area. Furthermore, the proposal builds 
upon existing LEP decisions to invest £3m for the implementation of a cyber security training and 
conference centre at Berkeley, and £2m for STEM centres at local colleges. 

The key outputs and outcomes of the project will emerge as a result of the delivery of the 
infrastructure. Delivering this infrastructure will accelerate the release of 45ha of land, which will 
accommodate 10,000 new jobs, many of which will be high quality and at least 500 homes. 
Furthermore, it is expected that the infrastructure will secure the long term retention of GCHQ in 
Cheltenham. Development of the Business Park will also likely lead to the creation of high value 
companies with export potential, and skills development through links between GCHQ and local and 
regional higher education institutions. There may also be opportunities for growth in higher level 
apprenticeships, given the proximity of the Park to an FE college (within a mile radius).

The government funded Cyber Innovation Centre will go ahead, however, if this is built in a location 
without expansion space for the GCHQ supply chain and associated organisations, its development 
potential will be constrained. Delivering this infrastructure is likely to strengthen the case for the Cyber 
Innovation Centre to be built on the site at West Cheltenham. A further issue/risk facing the project is 
that the site is not approved as a strategic land allocation in the JCS. The risk that GCHQ change strategy 
is unlikely, though failure to secure Growth Fund 3 funding would present a significant challenge. A 
further risk is that highway modelling reveals the need for greater intervention than anticipated. 

Notwithstanding these issues, if the project goes ahead, it is expected that delivery will begin in Q1 
2018, going through to Q3 2019.  

Priority project 2: Cheltenham High Street – Category A

This project is to invest in public realm upgrades on Cheltenham High Street from Winchcombe Street 
to Cambray Place, including work on the frontage to the former Beechwood Shopping Arcade, which 
has approval for a John Lewis Store. The total project cost is estimated at £1.085 million. Cheltenham 
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Borough Council has committed £450k from its capital budget to support the project, along with a 
further £140k from Gloucestershire County Council’s highways budget.

Currently, there is a shortfall in the project estimated at £495k, which is hoped to be made up through 
Growth Deal funding. 

This area of the high street has underperformed recently, having suffered disproportionately from the 
effects of the recession. As such, securing investment from John Lewis is an opportunity to improve the 
high street offer

The expected main outputs of the scheme are job protection and job creation. The scheme will also 
address issues with vehicle and pedestrian conflict in addition to helping, along with the John Lewis 
store, to attract further private sector investment. It is hoped that the scheme will increase footfall 
along this part of the high street, improving the local economy and resulting in fewer vacant units. The 
scheme will also help to manage and reduce traffic impact, and reduce conflict with pedestrians. 

The forthcoming arrival of John Lewis has also contributed to a ‘ripple effect’ of interest in 
vacant/underperforming retail units in the vicinity. A further outcome is the economic uplift of the high 
street, which is expected to have a knock-on effect on hotels tourism etc. The pooled approach to 
investment involving both private and public sector partners is also hoped to send a message to 
potential investors that the town is a good place to invest. 

There is a risk that, if the public realm enhancement is not delivered, this could send a damaging 
message to potential investors. Furthermore, the high street requires safety and maintenance work. 
Investing solely in this without public realm improvements misses opportunities to create economies of 
scale through pooled private-public sector investment, and may also result in inconsistent use of 
materials.

At present there are no fully realised project plans. A project plan is in the process of being finalised, 
pending the modelling of service vehicle movements, driven by John Lewis’s request to create a more 
formalised square in front of their store if there is a solution for alternative traffic management. This 
will inform the cost plan and programme of the scheme. In relation to the Beechwood Arcade façade, 
work on this is expected to begin in January 2017 in anticipation of the opening of John Lewis in 
Summer 2017.

Priority project 3: Cheltenham Spa Railway Station – Category A

This project recognises and responds to the fact that Cheltenham Spa is the busiest station in 
Gloucestershire, and is the County gateway for many rail users. Passenger journeys from Cheltenham 
station have increase d by 247% since 1997/8. However, rail service reliability at the station is poor due 
to capacity constraints, so increased operational train capacity and extra platforms are necessary.  

Cheltenham has a backdrop of positive entrepreneurialism, and future growth potential, which will rely 
heavily on connectivity with other regions for delivery. Rail improvements will therefore help to unlock 
the economic potential of the region. 

The project will deliver two additional bay platforms at Cheltenham Spa railway station. An additional 
tract and increased platform capacity will significantly improve reliability and performance, providing 
robust journey times for both terminating and through trains, leading to improve connectivity with the 
economic powerhouse of London and the South East. The project will also provide improved 
operational layout and effective passenger interchange with other transport modes.
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The project is expected to help achieve a modal shift, through diverting car-borne traffic. The rail 
improvements are therefore hoped to alleviate pressure on the already congested A417. The project 
will be delivered by the rail industry, a collaboration between Network Rail and the franchise operator 
(First Great Western). It is expected to cost £10 million in total, with £8 million committed to platforms, 
and a further £2 million on facilities. 

Not delivering the project could potentially result in a decline in the momentum developed by the rail 
industry in terms of passenger growth. This could preclude the hoped-for decrease in car-borne traffic, 
a change in travel habits and could potentially lead to increased congestion and increasing road 
maintenance requirements. 

Increased passenger journeys are likely to lead to new job opportunities, and the improvements to this 
station as part of a wider programme of rail improvements will contribute its share to an expected 
80,000 additional public transport journeys. Improved rail facilities will help to enable economic growth 
through providing access to new homes and employment land, as well as a modal shift from car to rail 
and subsequent reduced congestion on the County’s road network.  

Priority project 4: Cheltenham Transport Plan – Category A

The Cheltenham Transport Plan is a project aimed improving quality of life and increasing the economic 
prosperity of the town. 

The plan was approved by Gloucestershire County Council cabinet in July 2015, and is being carried out 
in 4 phases. The project addresses some key challenges facing Cheltenham. Residents, for instance, 
supported the idea of removing traffic from Boots Corner and using the freed-up space for better 
things. The plan will also address air quality concerns in Cheltenham, as monitoring has identified 
several locations in the area where nitrogen dioxide levels are being exceeded. 

Phase 1 has recently been delivered, and included improvements to Albion Street, including a new 
contra flow bus lane preventing traffic other than buses, hackney carriages, private hire vehicles, cycles, 
public service vehicles and community transport vehicles from passing through. Other elements include 
amendments to various one- and two-way systems to improve the flow of car, cycle and other traffic, as 
well as installation of new zebra crossings and alterations to waiting, parking, loading, and pay and 
display systems. Phase 2 will address issues on Imperial Square and Orial Road in mid-2016, phase 3 
includes works on Royal Well in mid/autumn 2016, while phase 4 involves an experimental order and 
trial scheme on Boot’s corner in 2017 (though this is contingent on the successful implementation of 
other schemes).

The project is part funded through funding from the Department for Transport’s Local Sustainable 
Transport Plan and the sale of council land. 
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Cotswold District Council

Priority project 1: Royal Agricultural University and South Chesterton Access, Cirencester – Category E

The project aims to provide a new roundabout at or close to the Tetbury Road entrance to the Royal 
Agricultural University (RAU). This will allow improved access to the University in line with its 
development plans.

The project is one component of Phase 2 of the business case for the Cirencester Enterprise Quarter 
(CEQ), and is expected to cost £1.5 million. 

The new infrastructure will help enable the release of key development land on the RAU Campus, for 
employment and economic development purposes. It will also provide access to the Strategic Site south 
of Chesterton, which will release 2350 dwellings and 9.1ha of employment land between 2016 and 
2031.

In terms of issues, installation of the roundabout is crucial to the development of the CEQ. It is also 
critical to the release of the Strategic Site south of Chesterton and the resultant provision of dwellings 
and land for employment and economic development. There is a separate requirement for a 
roundabout for this latter site, which would be secured either through planning conditions or S106. 
However, the proposed project would provide access to both sites, so the funding that would have been 
dedicated to it can be spent on other community infrastructure. 

If Local Growth Fund (LGF) funding is secured, delivery of the CEQ will commence immediately, with 
planning applications submitted in 2016 and development commencing in 2017. An application for 
planning permission for the Strategic Site is currently under consideration. This will then be considered 
by the Cotswold District Council Planning Committee. If the Committee is ‘minded to approve’ the 
application, it will then be referred to the Secretary of State due to the amount of employment land 
proposing to be released. Development would commence during 2018/19, if permission is granted. 

Priority project 2: Cirencester Town Centre Parking – Category C

This project is to provide additional public car parking space in and around Cirencester Town Centre to 
meet current and future demand.  

In terms of key outputs and outcomes, the project will support local businesses through providing extra 
parking space for motorists, and will enhance the economic vitality and viability of Cirencester as a 
retail and employment centre, and as a tourist destination. The project will provide additional off-street 
parking in appropriate locations, which will serve the needs of residents, employees and visitors to the 
town. This will free up the heavy pressure on on-street parking, therefore reducing congestion in and 
around the town. 

One of the core issues in Cirencester is that there is demand for off street parking that is unmet. 
Moreover, projected growth in Cirencester and surrounding areas as described in the emerging local 
plan is likely to increase that demand. Moreover, there is limited availability of suitable sites, both in 
terms of space available and other constraints, including archaeological concerns. 

As such, Cotswold District Council has been undertaking work on the feasibility of the project to 
understand the level of demand and where parking needs can best be met within the town. Work is 
also underway with private and public sector partners to explore opportunities for park and ride/park 
and stride facilities. As of yet, full costs for the project are not available, but these are expected to run 
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into millions of pounds. One of the key risks to the project is that the Council is unable to provide 
sufficient funding to address the issues. 

In terms of timescales, tenders relating to three sites identified for release for private sector interest 
will be issues in 2016, with an additional 100-150 spaces expected to be provided by Summer 2017. 
Beyond this, timescales are uncertain, but will be available by the end of 2016.

Priority project 3: Chesterton Community Infrastructure, Cirencester – Category D

Cotswold District Council’s emerging Local Plan proposes mixed development of a strategic scale to the 
south of Chesterton, Cirencester (Strategic Site). In support of the Strategic Site, the project proposes to 
provide community infrastructure. 

The Strategic Site itself will provide 2350 dwellings and 9.1ha of land for economic development and 
employment purposes. As such, a significant amount of community infrastructure will be required to 
ensure that the development is both sustainable and fully integrated as a community into the existing 
town. 

Community infrastructure provision for the Strategic Site will potentially include a pre-school, primary 
school, secondary school and library. 

If the Strategic Site is retained in the adopted version of the Local Plan and planning permission is 
granted for development, there will be a S106 agreement that will mitigate the impacts of the 
development on the existing infrastructure in the town and surrounding area. The agreement will also 
ensure that essential infrastructure is provided within the site itself.

However, it is expected that the site will be zero-rated for any Community Infrastructure Levy that 
might otherwise have been payable. There will be a significant amount of community infrastructure 
required to ensure this development is sustainable.

The Cotswold Local Plan is expected to be examined in Spring 2017 and adopted in Autumn 2017. As is 
the case for the Priority project 1, if the Planning Committee is ‘minded to approve’ the application, it 
will be referred to the Secretary of State. If permission is granted it is expected that development will 
commence in 2018/19. The nature and cost of the community infrastructure will progress alongside the 
planning application. 
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Forest of Dean District Council

Priority project 1: Cinderford Northern Quarter Spine Road – Category A

This project will provide a new spine road, which give access to a new college and will be the main link 
to new employment and residential areas that will be unlocked as part of the larger regeneration of the 
Cinderford Northern Quarter. The road will also form a new route from the A4136 to Cinderford. 

Through providing critical access to the regeneration site, the project will indirectly contribute to the 
creation of 195 new homes, 1000 new jobs, and 18,000 sq metres of new employment space. The spine 
road will also provide access to and strengthen the case for a new FE college and a hotel. 

Phase 1 of the project will involve the construction of 600 metres of new road, incorporating 
realignment of the existing Newtown Road and Broadmoor Road junction, a new wide span bridge and 
a temporary bus turning are to be removed during phase 2. The road will provide access to the 
education campus, from Broadmoor Road to Cinderford Brook. Phase 2 will run from Cinderford up to 
the bend up to the bend before the Northern United site. This will unlock the land for the planned 
hotel, office and residential developments. This phase will then follow on from this site to the A4136, 
providing the link to the A4136 and accessing further sites to be used for office and industrial use. 

The first phase of the project is currently underway. A key issue is that the first phase of the road has 
been funded, but the total cost of construction has yet to be secured. Phase 1 funding was secured in 
December 2015, following a £3.8 million grant through the Local Growth Deal. 

A further issue is that the development is taking place in a highly sensitive ecological environment. As 
such, the Homes and Communities Agency is setting a high standard for any proposed development and 
how these might be monitored over time. 

Priority project 2: Gloucestershire College (Forest of Dean Campus) – Category B

This project is to deliver a mew FE college in the Forest of Dean to enhance and extend FE provision in 
the area. The project is the cornerstone of the wider Northern Quarter Regeneration proposals which 
will lever in an estimated £100 million and create 1,200 new jobs.  

The existing college is nearing the end of its life and without further investment, FE provision in the area 
might not be possible. The area suffers from a poor skills base, which acts as a barrier to investment, 
and the area in which the college will be built, Cinderford, is one of the most deprived wards in 
Gloucestershire. The college will incorporate a Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) 
centre to increase skill levels of students and enhance progression pathways into STEM careers. 

In terms of outputs and outcomes, the project will provide a 16-18 offer in partnership with a local 
school to address current poor attainment at ages 11-16. The college will help to raise educational 
attainment in an area with traditionally low levels, providing industry standard skills and trainings to 
develop the local workforce, and reducing the levels of young people not in education, employment or 
training. The college will also act as an anchor for further investment and bring new businesses into the 
area as there will be increased skills provision locally. 

The college is hoped to tackle a number of significant issues locally to Cinderford and Lydney. This 
includes low levels of educational achievement, a net outflow of talented, qualified people, and 
significant levels of out-commuting.
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The new campus is expected to be a driver for education-led regeneration, as was the case with the 
Gloucester Campus relocation to Gloucester Docks, which helped to stimulate over £200 million 
investment. The new college will help to stimulate the Cinderford Northern Quarter regeneration 
project, helping to release the former Gloucestershire College Five Acres site for housing development 
and investment, and enabling private investment in leisure facilities in the Forest of Dean. 

The project is expected to lead to 150 new jobs, 55 new homes on the former Five Acres site, and 430 
apprenticeships. 

The build programme for the college is estimated at around 13 months, to be completed by June 2017 
and operational by September 2017. The total cost of the project is estimated at £14.8 million, with a 
current shortfall of £2.86 million. 

Key issues relating to the project are to do with planning, funding and ecology. In terms of planning, 
there has been a legal challenge to the development, which has been rejected, however there is an 
ongoing challenge to the refusal of appeal that is being progressed but is considered low risk. In terms 
of funding, the project will not be able to continue without additional funding through the growth fund. 
There are also ecological concerns around the site, however these are being managed by ecology 
experts, with financial support from the HCA who are ensuring work is being carried out within 
legislation and in line with best practice. 

Priority project 3: Cinderford Regeneration 

The Cinderford Regeneration project specifically concerns site remediation and biodiversity mitigation. 
The project will enable a viable, investment-ready site, including housing, a hotel and employment sites 
in a unique setting that will attract an estimated £25 million of follow on investment. 

The site itself is a former deep and surface coal mining area. Land remediation is therefore required to 
make the site viable and marketable as investment-ready. The project will be carried out in 2 phases. 
Phase 1, to take place during 2017/18, will comprise a ground investigation survey, license application 
and planning condition discharge activity. Phase 2 will comprise the remediation works themselves. 

The return on investment for this project has been estimated at 20:1, and the project is expected to 
indirectly lead to 455 jobs, 110 homes, 9,800 sq metres of new commercial floorspace, 12 
apprenticeships and 4.8 ha of employment land. 

In terms of key issues, the project requires £2.13 million from the Local Growth Fund. Moreover, the 
site itself is ecologically sensitive, so work needs to be undertaken around surveying the site, obtaining 
licensing, clearing vegetation, and species trapping and relocation. 
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Gloucester City Council

Priority project 1: A417 (Missing link) – Category E

This project proposes to improve a key section of the A417 between the M4 and M5. The ‘missing link’ 
has been a problem in the area for more than 20 years. It is the only single carriageway road section 
between the M4 and M5, and is a hotspot for congestion, poor air quality and road traffic accidents. 
Severe delays and congestion have a financial impact on local businesses, and with the emerging Draft 
Joint Core Strategy proposing 33,000 new homes to 2031, congestion and the resultant impacts are set 
to get worse. 

The proposed solution is the A417 loop. The project is expected to cost £255 million, and consists of a 
number of elements. This includes a short bypass of Nettleton Bottom, widening of Birdlip Bypass, a 
new junction at Birdlip, a new junction replacing the Air Balloon roundabout and construction of an 
additional two lane carriageway down Crickley Hill adjacent to the existing road. The project will also 
provide remodelled access to properties at Cold Slad and along Crickley Hill, along with a new local road 
linking Birdlip, Cold Slad, the Leckhampton road and the A436. 

The project is expected to have a number of outcomes, including a reduction in the likelihood of 
collisions, reduced congestion and easing of the pressure on roads in local villages and rural areas, and 
mitigation of the financial impacts of heavy congestion on local businesses. The project will also 
strengthen the case for investment in the area. 

The ‘missing link’ is in the Government’s national Road Investment Strategy for development during the 
period 2015-2020 and construction between 2020 and 2025. Stage 1 of the scheme development is 
expected to be complete by 2017. Highways England are contributing £1.3 million to complete stage 1 
and Gloucestershire County Council are making a contribution of £1 million. 

Priority project 2: M5 Junction 9 and the A46 – Category E

The A466/junction 9 area is under pressure from existing traffic usage and from growth, specifically JCS 
strategic allocation A9 (MOD Ashchurch and adjoining land) and A8 – land to the south of the A46.

The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) is supporting the work of Gloucester City Council, 
Tewkesbury Borough Council and the LEP to upgrade and improve the A46 through Ashchurch and M5 
Junction 9.  The HCA has made a contribution of £250k for Highways England and GCC to undertake this 
work.  The results of this work will be used to provide the evidence to Government that road 
improvements in the area should be prioritised in the Government’s next Road Investment Strategy 
(RIS) period from 2020 to 2025.

This project is linked to the Tewkesbury Borough Council priority project 2.

Priority project 3: Blackfriars – Category A

The Blackfriars area of Gloucester has established itself as a hub for creative business. The proposal is to 
regenerate the large brownfield site to provide mixed use space for employment, leisure, open space 
and parking, with the ambition of creating a linkage between the historic docks and the city centre. The 
project will also seek to regenerate the historic Reece Hotel site, as well as developing new student 
accommodation to support the city’s daytime and evening economy.
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The scheme has secured £4.1 million of Local Growth Deal funding to facilitate delivery.

Stroud District Council

Priority project 1: Brimscobe Port, Thrupp – Category B

The project seeks to redevelop Brimscombe Port, an historic inland port, along with reinstatement of a 
further section of the Cotswold Canal basin. The project will play a strategic role in the wider 
restoration of the Cotswolds Canals. 

The redevelopment of the port will lead to new modern business space, as well as 150-180 homes and 
new land for employment, leisure, restaurants and bars, and a new community business centre. 
Moreover, the restoration of the canal and basin will attract tourists, and make the area an attractive 
place to live, generating significant revenue for the local economy. 

In total, the development will lead to a minimum of 150 new homes, 2000 sq metres of employment 
floorspace, 10.2 acres of brownfield land redeveloped, redevelopment of a section of canal and basin, 
and a new community enterprise centre.

Furthermore, the work will create new jobs and apprenticeships during demolition and build, and will 
re-establish the area as a community focal point. The project will also enable the area to become a 
national boating destination, and the beneficial environmental impacts will be considerable, including 
flood alleviation benefits. The reintroduction of the canal and basin will likely help to bring forward the 
adjacent Brimscombe Mills site for redevelopment. 

Site enabling works are expected to cost £11 million, while the sale of plots for development may only 
generate £7 million. Grant funding of £3.5-£5 million is therefore required, of which £1.5 million is 
being sought through the growth fund. 

The project has started with the commissioning of a new bridge and associated works are expected to 
be delivered in late 2016/17 and 2017/18. The entire site is expected to be completed by 2023.  

Priority project 2: Littlecombe Regeneration Site, Dursley – Category B

This project aims to bring forward the largest live brownfield regeneration site in Gloucestershire, 
Littlecombe. The site has already seen the development of 114 homes, a community hospital, and the 
first phase of development, and a first phase of employment units. A further 350 homes are in the 
pipeline subject to making the site viable, and further employment opportunities will be provided on 
this mixed use site. 

The project is seeking £3.5 million from the Local Growth Fund to part fund cost of development, 
remediation and infrastructure costs, which will lead to the development of 20 new business units and 
40,000 sq feet of employment space, potentially accommodating 100-125 jobs. 

The key outputs of the projects will be 3 acres of brownfield land remediated and developed. Indirect 
outputs and outcomes 60,000 sq feet of business units constructed, employment space for 120 
permanent jobs, and 20 apprenticeships during build. 

In terms of timescales, planning permission will be secured and construction stared (contingent on 
funding) in August and October of 2017. Construction will be completed in June 2018 and the site will 
be fully occupied by March 2020. 
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Priority project 3: Cotswold Canals Restoration – Brimscombe Port – Saul Junction – Category B

The project will restore the Cotswold Canals to a navigable standard, along with creating a multi-user 
trail between Brimscombe Port and Saul Junction.  

Phase 1A of the was intended to include the reinstatement of around 2,100m of infilled canal, an 
upgraded towpath for walkers can cyclists, and the construction of 11 bridges. Also included in Phase 
1A is the construction of new weirs and flood gates, and the restoration or reinstatement of 10 locks. 
Phase 1A is anticipated to cost £27.6 million. 

One of the key issues facing the project is raising match funding against a Heritage Lottery Fund bid. 
There is also a need to secure agreement for a developer-led restoration of the ‘missing mile’, as well as 
a need to secure a development partner at Brimscombe Port and acquire land at Canal Ironworks. 

Funding shortfall has led to the scaling back of plans, with the restoration now intended to stretch to 
Hope Mill.

Key outputs and outcomes include the creation of an East-West commuting route, which will avoid 
roads. A further outcome will be inward investment into the canal corridor of around £220 million, in 
turn leading to the creation of over 4,000 jobs and construction of 958 residential units. 

The work is currently ongoing, with completion expected by 2021.
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Tewkesbury Borough Council

Priority project 1: Tewkesbury Town Centre Masterplan – Category B

A Tewkesbury Town Centre Masterplan was adopted by the council in 2012. Many aspects have or are 
being delivered but some key areas are in need of funding support.

The proposal itself focuses on Spring Gardens and the riverside. Riverside projects include the creation 
of a high quality and attractive civic space at Back of Avon including working with the owners of 
Healings Mill to achieve a viable solution for the mill, a key focus of regeneration of the town centre. 
Other Riverside projects include improving links between the town centre and the riverside, public 
realm improvements to heritage and riverside walks, and work to improve the physical structure, type 
and range of moorings and facilities for boaters. 

Spring Gardens/Oldbury Road projects include improving two main town centre car parks and the 
adjacent public realm, road surfaces and linkages. The cost estimate for the whole proposal is £12 
million. The council are seeking £4 million from the Local Growth Fund. 

Some of the key outputs and outcomes will be in jobs growth. The proposal is expected to lead to 70 fte 
jobs in retail and hospitality, in addition to supporting 45 construction jobs and the employment of 
apprentices during construction work. The council will work with end users to ensure training 
programmes are included in any staffing structures. There will also be 60 new units of housing directly 
linked to the project, and enhancements to the riverside alongside work on the Healings Mill will enable 
a further 70 units. 

Regeneration of the town centre will also enable the re-use of town centre sites for retail, commercial 
and residential use. The regeneration programme is also expected to support retail and tourism in the 
town centre, and improvements to the public realm and riverside will potentially facilitate further 
inward investment. 

There are some issues and risks associated with the project. One of the main potential issues is failure 
to secure end users for the site at Spring Gardens/Oldbury Road. However, work is underway with 
interested parties who are keen to obtain early planning permission. A further potential issue is a lack of 
support from the community. It is incumbent on the Tewkesbury Town Regeneration Partnership, made 
up of borough and town councillors, business groups and community representatives, to advocate for 
the project and engage with the community. 

A lack of match funding also has the potential to slow down delivery of the projects. The council has 
allocated funding and will be borrowing funds. Work on the Spring Gardens/Oldbury Road site is already 
underway, while phase one of the new heritage walks is due for completion in summer 2016. 

Priority project 2: J9 transport infrastructure and early release of MOD Ashchurch – Category C

This project involves developing the essential highways infrastructure improvement works to support 
the release of the MOD site at Ashchurch. 

At present, the A46 is near to full capacity in terms of transport movement. This is impeding businesses 
and could potentially jeopardise the granting of planning permission and delivery of the MOD site. 
Improving the operation of J9 of the M5 will ease congestion on the A46. 
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The MOD site at Ashchurch will deliver 2,225 homes up to 2031, and up to 2,725 homes in total. The 
site will also deliver a significant number of jobs, including 500 in education and retail associated with 
the strategic allocation. 

Delivery of the necessary highways infrastructure will therefore enable the release of the site, easing 
the extant pressure on existing businesses suffered as a result of congestion. Furthermore, the council 
is under pressure to determine other planning proposals served by this highway, so delivery of the 
infrastructure is of significance to the wider sub-region. 

In terms of issues, J9 of the M5 and A46 is the responsibility of two different highway regions as well as 
Gloucestershire County Council. It is therefore imperative that all public bodies and developers, local 
businesses and communities work closely and in a way that is coordinated. Recognising this, work has 
already taken place to reach agreement on transport mitigation measures. 

The cost of the proposal is an estimated £52 million. In terms of timescales, construction is expected to 
start in 2020/21. 

This project is part of a suite of smaller projects relating to junctions 9, 10, the A46 and M5 as part of 
the A9 strategic allocation. The proposal around junction 9/10 and the A46 is also a priority for 
Gloucester City Council. 
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2016 4.1m Growth 

Deal

CCT            

S106         

CIL

Glouceste

r City / 

GCC

A Transport Gloucester 

Transport Hub, 

incl new bus 

station

Business Case 

Development

2016 6.4m         

3m

Growth 

Deal 

(£1.7m incl 

LTB)   GIIF  

Local 

Authority

Glouceste

r City / 

GCC

Amber Station 

Improvem

ent 

projects

A Education Berkeley  UTC  

GREEN  Cyber 

Security 

Advanced 

Renewables 

Resource 

Centre Growth 

projects cluster 

enabling 

infrastructure

Pre application 2016/17 £40m Phase 1 

fully 

funded£

5m

£4m

£3m

Growth 

Deal 

Private 

Sector 

EUSIF

350 jobs 

created 

per year; 

300 jobs 

safeguard

ed

7 ha Business 

start-

ups/incubati

on – 20 per 

year 

increasing 

10% year on 

year; 

Enabling 

infrastructur

e for 

approved 

skills/workfo

rce 

development 

projects

SGS/SDC/

GCC

Amber Decommi

ssionned 

Berkeley 

Power 

Station
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

A Housing Stroud Valleys 

Initiative / 

Flood 

alleviation 

Phase 1

Concept 2017/18 £600k Fully 

Funded

£600k SDC S106, CIL, 

Growth 

Deal, HCA, 

EA, SDC

450 500 Key 

development 

site 

enablement; 

Flood 

alleviation 

for valley 

bottom 

regeneration 

sites totalling 

over 100ha

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt

Green

A Transport A40 Highway 

Improvements

2016 Growth 

deal

Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC with 

Stagecoa

ch

A Transport Cheltenham 

Transport Plan 

and associated 

public realm 

improvements 

plus key 

developments

Approved On-going 

but next 

major 

phase 2016 -

2018

Brewery II 

£30m; 

Beechwood 

£30m; public 

realm £3m

Yes Private 

investors 

plus CBC & 

GCC

GCC / CBC 

/ 

Developer 

funding / 

LSTF

17 Direct c800 Existing 

retail

Apprenticesh

ips

Improve 

pedestrian 

and cycle 

connectivit

y

£60m plus 

spin-offs as 

aresult of 

improving 

draw of the 

town 

centre

Links to LEP 

retail 

pathfinder 

and potential 

retail lab

Cheltenh

am

GCC/C

BC

Green

A Transport Highway 

improvement 

schemes – 

A419, Glos SW 

Bypass, St 

Barnabas 

roundabout, 

B4063 Jctn, 

Lydney strategy

2015/16 Fully 

Funded

Growth 

Deal

Growth 

Deal 

(£10m) 

Local 

authority 

funding

Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC

A Transport A40 

improvements 

Abbeymead/M

etz Way & incl 

Cheltenham 

Spa rail station

2015/16 Fully 

Funded

Growth 

Deal

Growth 

Deal 

(£10m) 

Local 

authority 

funding

Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

A Transport Gloucestershire 

Airport

2015/16 Growth 

Deal 

(£550k) 

Local 

authority 

funding

Core county 

connectivity 

& key; 

development 

site 

enablement 

in support of 

Growth Zone

TBC/CBC/

Glos City 

Council

Amber

A Energy Waste to 

Energy 

Incinerator, 

Javelin Park, 

Haresfield

Business Case 

Development

2015/16 Amber HighCourt 

challenge

B Education Gloscol, Forest 

of Dean 

Campus

Business Case 

Development

2016/17 £15m 10.8m 9.45m 

(gloscol); 

1.35m 

(HCA)

Growth 

Deal

Enabler 

for eco-

park 

develop

ment to 

support 

4465 jobs 

indirectly

School 

places; 10% 

rise in 

attainment 

by 2019; 

33% 

reduction in 

NEET 

numbers 

over 2 years; 

apprenticesh

ips increased 

by 100% by 

2019; 

progression 

into HE 

increased by 

10% by 2020

Forest of 

Dean

FODDC

/GCC

Amber Links to 

Cinderfor

d
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

B Regeneration Cinderford 

Northern 

Quarter 

Community 

infrastructure 

and site 

preparation 

programme.  

(Linked to  item 

13, but 

separately 

required to 

enhance 

viability of 

development 

site)

Approved 2016/17 £1.85m S106/Gro

wth Deal

195 

dwellings

50 

temporar

y 

constructi

on jobs

5,800 sq m 

employmen

t space 

(hotel site)

£42m 

private 

investment 

(whole of 

Cinderford 

not just 

NQ). New 

mixed site 

containing 

education, 

housing 

and 

employmen

t

3,000 sq m 

hotel 

floorpace (80-

100 bed),   

7.77 ha of 

land 

surveyed and 

licenced to 

allow new 

mixed-use 

development

. FoDDC is 

working to 

commission 

a site 

constraints 

and 

remediation 

plan for each 

development 

plot.

Forest of 

Dean

FODDC

/GCC

Amber Wider 

Cinderfor

d 

developm

ents

B Regeneration Brimscombe 

Port Flood 

prevention, 

road and canal 

infrastructure

Business Case 

Development

2016/17 £5.1m 2m HCA (to be 

submitted

) SDC S106

150+ 100 2000m sq Regeneratio

n of 10.2 

acre 

brownfield 

development 

site including 

reinstateme

nt of a 

section of 

the former 

Cotswold 

Canal and 

Brimscombe 

Port basin.  

Treatment of 

contaminate

d land 5ha 

reclaimed 

land for 

development

SDC Alison 

Fisk, 

Head of 

Asset 

Manag

ement, 

SDC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

B Regeneration Canal Phase 1A 

& 1B 

Restoration of 

10 miles of 

Cotswold 

Canals Flood 

prevention 

infrastructure

Business Case 

Development

2016/17 20m CCT            

S106         

CIL        

HLF (about 

to be 

submitted

) (£15m)

250 Indirect 340 11,000 sqm 2000 primary 

school pupils 

involved in 

canal-related 

learning. 

Several 

hundred 

volunteers 

upskilled. 

Young 

people with 

learning 

difficulties 

assimilated 

into 

volunteer 

groups.

Sustainable 

multi-use 

path 

created 

between 

Saul 

Junction 

and 

Brimscomb

e. Stroud 

becomes 

accessible 

to the 

national 

waterway 

network

£50m The outputs 

are based on 

actual 

outcomes for 

phase 1A 

(Stonehouse 

– 

Brimscombe) 

between 

2006 and 

2015. The 

economic 

figures are 

reduced by 

50% to 

reflect the 

different 

nature of 

phase 1B and 

the slightly 

shorter 

length. 

Cotswold 

Canal 

Trust/SDC

Dave 

Marsha

ll, Canal 

Project 

Manag

er, SDC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

B Transport Gloucester 

Railway Station

Start on Site 2016/17 £9.6m Growth 

Deal

200 

indirectly

4.25ha 6 

Apprenticesh

ips

250 new 

car parking 

spaces; 

improved 

egress 

from 

existing car 

park; new 

access to 

station 

from north 

eastern 

side; 

improved 

pedestrian 

connectivit

y 

(underpass

); better 

links to 

transport 

hub/city 

centre

£1.3m Improved 

pedestrian 

environment 

at the front 

of the 

station; 

Improved 

image of the 

city; 

Potential to 

bring about 

modal shift 

in local NHS 

Trust staff's 

travel 

arrangement

s and the 

supply chain 

of the 

hospital;

Glouceste

r City 

Council; 

Anthon

y 

Hodge, 

Head of 

Regene

ration 

and 

Econo

mic 

Develo

pment, 

GCC

Need to 

get access 

to sale of 

land from 

Ministry 

of Justice; 

Need 

Heads of 

Terms 

issued by 

Great 

Western 

Railway 

for use of 

the site. 
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

B Regeneration Delivery of the 

Tewkesbury 

Town Centre 

Masterplan to 

enable the 

historic market 

town to fulfil its 

potential as a 

key gateway 

into 

Gloucestershire 

and vibrant 

service centre 

for the 

adjacent M5 

Growth Zone. 

2016/17 £5m £9m TBC, TTC, 

GET

S106 CIL 

LSIF HLF 

(bid yet to 

be 

submitted

)

Estimated 

130 Units

70FTE 

jobs in 

retail, 

hospitalit

y 

Constructi

on jobs 

estimated 

at 45; 

apprentic

es

Retail space 

to be 

created

Improvemen

ts to public 

realm 

improvemen

ts to 

riverside and 

key links to 

riverside, re-

use of vacant 

sites to 

provide 

employment 

opportunitie

s and to 

increase the 

vitality and 

viability of 

the town 

centre. 

Project will 

be delivered 

in phases  -

with likely 

start 

2015/16. 

Potential 

completion 

2019/20.

TBC

B Housing Littlecombe 

Mixed 

Regeneration 

Site

Start on site 2015/16 3m Critical 

funding 

gap Not 

fully 

funded

S106 SDC 500 

dwellings

1000 jobs 1.7 ha 

employmen

t land

Key 

development 

site

SDC Alison 

Fisk, 

Head of 

Asset 

Manag

ement, 

SDC

Amber

B Employment West 

Cheltenham 

delivery of 70 

hectares of 

employment 

land; currently 

safeguarded 

subject to 

Feasibility

Business Case 

Development

Post 2016 £10m £5m Private 

sector

Growth 

Deal

TBC (link 

to high 

value jobs 

- cyber 

security)

10 per 

acre - 

potentiall

y 16,000 

in long 

term

25,000 sq ft 

per acre. 

Whole 

scheme 

3,000,000ft

²

£5m 

anticipated

JCS/CBC Jeremy 

William

son

Red Linked to 

Feasibility 

of wider 

JCS 

examinati

on (R54) 

and M5 

Jct 10 

(R56)
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

C Regeneration Gloucester City 

Centre, Action 

Plan & Public 

Realm 

Improvements

2016/20 4.9m Gloucester 

City 

Council/SE

P/County 

Council

Project will 

be delivered 

in phases  -

with likely 

start 

2015/16. 

Potential 

completion 

2019/20

Glouceste

r City / 

GCC

C Transport Gloucestershire 

Airport - Capital 

of General 

Aviation

Business Case 

Development

2016/17 £2m 10 3 

Apprenticesh

ips

C Transport Cirencester 

Town Centre 

Parking

Business Case 

Development

2017/18 Support to 

retail 

businesses

Cotswold

s

CDC Amber

C Digital Broadband 

Infrastructure 

Enhancement 

Phase 1

2015/16 Fully 

Funded

BDUK      

GCC    EU 

Funding

Core county 

connectivity; 

THP, take up 

rates; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC Green
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

C Regeneration A46 Key  

transport 

infrastructure

Business Case 

Development

2020/21 £45m 

comprising 

Scheme 

development-

emerging JCS 

schemes £2m; 

Strategic 

Highway (M5 

Junction 9) – 

work package 1 

£8m; (M5 

Junction 9) – 

work package 2  

£8m; (A46) – 

work package 1 

£8m; (A46) – 

work package 2 

£3m; Local 

Highways – 

work package 1 

£2.5m; work 

package 2 £6m; 

Active Travel – 

work package 1 

£7.5m

TTC Potential 

S106/ 

CIL/LSIF/G

rowth 

Deal 

(DCLG 

capacity 

fund for 

technical 

skill and 

project 

managem

ent input)

MOD 

Ashchurch 

allocation 

to deliver 

2725 homes

500 on 

MOD 

Aschurch 

strategic 

allocation

; further 

900 

associate

d with 

developm

ent of 

other 

strategic 

sites

14.3ha 

employmen

t site and 

20 ha of 

employmen

t land

Sustainabl

e transport 

links and 

improved 

connection

s to 

Tewkesbur

y town

The A46/J9 

area is under 

pressure 

from existing 

traffic usage 

and from 

growth, 

specifically 

JCS strategic 

allocation A9 

(MOD 

Ashchurch 

and 

adjoining 

land) and A8 

– land to the 

south of the 

A46

TCB/GCC

C Transport Dualling the 

A419 between 

J13 of the M5 

and Chapmans 

Roundabout

Business Case 

Development

2017 7m would 

enable 

eco-park 

developm

ent and 

support 

4465 jobs 

indirectly

Without 

road 

improveme

nt the 

highway 

network in 

the locality 

will be over 

capacity

Alasdai

r 

Campb

ell, 

Ecotrici

ty
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

D Housing Lydney 

Community 

infrastructure 

to support 

multiple 

regeneration 

projects 

including 

harbourside,  

east of Lydney 

new 

neighbourhood

, highway 

improvements, 

pedestrian & 

cycle links and 

station 

masterplan to 

transform 

passenger 

facilities inc 

additional 

parking.

Start on Site 2013/14 5-10m 1m Growth 

Deal/ S106

£6.9m 

Lydney 

Transport 

Strategy 

pipeline 

bid and 

£2.5M 

Destinatio

n Forest 

pipeline 

bid 

submitted, 

balance 

S106. 

Coastal 

Revival 

Fund

1900 

dwellings 

total, 1684 

east of 

Lydney

30ha 

employmen

t land 

(10Ha B1, 

10 Ha B2, 

10 Ha B8)

School 

Places

 station 

and 

connection

s to  East of 

Lydney

£100m+ £27.5m 

regeneration 

of 

harbourside 

and town 

centre, Air 

quality in 

designated 

AQMA 

improved

Forest of 

Dean

FODDC

/GCC

Amber

D Housing West of 

Stonehouse

Approved 2015/16 Not fully 

funded

S106 1,350 10 ha Key 

development 

site 

enablement

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt

D Housing Hunts Grove – 

Gloucester 

Fringe

Start on site 2011/12 Not fully 

funded

S106 2,500 5.2 ha Key 

development 

site 

enablement

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

D Housing North East Cam Approved 2018/19 Not fully 

funded

S106 450 12 ha Key 

development 

site 

enablement

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt

D Regeneration Sharpness 

(Berkeley 

Cluster)

Pre application 2017/18 Not fully 

funded

S106 CIL 

Private 

finance

300 17 ha Key 

development 

site 

enablement; 

Flood 

attenuation 

works to key 

growth site; 

500,000 sq ft 

warehousing 

complex

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt

D Regeneration Chesterton 

(South of 

Cirencester) 

Community 

infrastructure  -  

pre-school, 

primary, 

secondary, 

library 

contribution

Pre application 2017 15.5m S106/CIL/L

SIF

2350 

dwellings

9.1 ha 

employmen

t land

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

Cotswold

s

CDC/G

CC

Red Link to 

RAU 

Project 

(Row 52)

D Housing Community 

infrastructure 

from housing 

development

2017 3.5m Fully 

Funded

S106/CIL 531 

dwellings 

across a 

range of 

sites

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

Cotswold

s

CDC/G

CC

Amber
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

D Transport Programme of 

Jct 14 highways 

infrastructure 

projects 

required to 

enable delivery 

of Stroud Local 

Plan

TBC £4.9m Not fully 

funded

GCC Road, 

roundabout 

and junction 

improvemen

ts identified 

in SDC Local 

Plan needed 

to deliver the 

11,000 

homes

SDC / 

GCC

Barry 

Wyatt

D Regeneration North West 

Cheltenham 

(Elms Park) 

Community 

infrastructure 

TBC 31.6m Not fully 

funded

S106 CIL 

LSIF

4785 

dwellings of 

which 2,225 

within CBC

23.5 ha 

employmen

t land

JCS 

authoritie

s

D Regeneration South 

Cheltenham/ 

Leckhampton 

Community 

infrastructure

TBC 7.4m Fully 

funded? 

Position 

to be 

clarified

S106 CIL 

LSIF

1124 

dwellings of 

which 764 in 

CBC and 360 

in TBC

JCS 

authoritie

s

D North 

Churchdown 

Community 

infrastructure  

TBC 3.5m Fully 

funded? 

Position 

to be 

clarified

S106 CIL 

LSIF

532 

dwellings

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

TBC/GCC

D Regeneration South 

Churchdown 

Community 

infrastructure

TBC 5.7m Fully 

funded? 

Position 

to be 

clarified

S106 CIL 

LSIF

868 

dwellings

17.4ha 

employmen

t land

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

TBC/GCC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

D Regeneration North 

Brockworth 

Community 

infrastructure

TBC 9.9m Not fully 

funded

S106 CIL 

LSIF

1500 

dwellings

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

TBC/GCC

D Regeneration MoD Site at 

Ashchurch and 

adjacent 

private land. 

Community 

infrastructure 

This is JCS site 

A9. Forms part 

of J9 Growth 

Zone in SEP

2016/17 23m of 

community 

infrastructure 

(excluding 

highway costs)

Fully 

funded 

S106 CIL 

LSIF

2725 

dwellings

20 ha 

employmen

t land 

Key 

development 

site 

enablement. 

Anticipated 

planning 

application 

2016.

TBC/GCC

D Regeneration Ashchurch 

Access 

improvements - 

relates to JCS 

sites A8 and A9

TBC S106 CIL 

LSIF

14.3ha 

employmen

t site

Key 

development 

site 

enablement

TBC/GCC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

D Regeneration Cheltenham 

High Street

Business Case 

Development

2016/17 1.085m 0.59m CBC £450k; 

GCC £140k

Growth 

Deal

Indirect 

350

350 Brewery II 

and 

Beechwood 

schemes 

£60m; £2m 

Boots 

Corner

CBC/GCC Jeremy 

William

son

Green Links to 

other LEP 

priorities 

such as 

gFirst 

retail 

pathfinde

r and 

digital 

High 

Street 

initiative.

E Housing Stroud Valleys 

Initiative / 

Flood 

Aalleviation 

Phase 2

Concept TBC £2.4m Key 

development 

site 

enablement; 

Flood 

alleviation 

for valley 

bottom 

regeneration 

sites totalling 

over 100ha

SDC/GCC Barry 

Wyatt

E Transport Cheltenham 

Spa Rail Station 

new bay 

platforms 

Phase 2

Business Case 

Development

2018 

onwards

10m Cheltenh

am

GCC/C

BC/NR/

FGW

E Transport RAU & South 

Chesterton, 

new access 

arrangements

2016/17 Key 

development 

site 

enablement

Cotswold

s

RAU/C

DC

Amber Link to 

Chesterto

n Project 

(R40)
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

E Employment Contingency for 

work on 

release of 

safeguarded 

land for 

additional 

employment, 

subject to JCS 

examination 

inspector 

conclusions

Concept 2016 - 

subject to 

JCS 

conclusions

£150k 

(Feasibility 

phase)

No 20 to 30 Ha 

Employmen

t Land

Apprenticesh

ips

Yes - 

potential 

CIL payback

Central 

Government - 

Defence

Severn Trent 

Water

JCS 

authoritie

s

CBC Amber

E Regeneration M5 Jctn10 TBC Growth 

Deal; 

S106;CIL;L

ocal 

authority 

funding

Potential 

future 

release of 

employment 

land; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

JCS 

authoritie

s/GCC

Release of 

land 

through 

JCS (R55)

E Transport Potential new 

stations - 

Chipping 

Campden, 

Hunts Grove, 

Stonehouse, 

Charfield & 

station 

improvements

TBC Network 

Rail 

Capital 

Prog S106 

CIL

Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC

E Transport A417/A419 

(Missing Link) 

highway 

improvements 

Phase 1

Business Case 

Development

2022 Highways 

England 

Capital 

Prog/Gro

wth Deal

Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

productivity 

& 

investment

GCC

E Transport A417/A419 

(Missing Link) 

highway 

improvements 

Phase 2

Concept TBC Core county 

connectivity; 

congestion 

relief; 

business 

GCC

E Digital Broadband 

Infrastructure 

Enhancement 

Phase 2

2016/17 Core county 

connectivity; 

THP, take up 

rates; 

GCC
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

E Housing Gloucester City 

Flood 

alleviation

Concept TBC 25m GCC

E Transport Severn Crossing Concept Post 2021

E Transport Sustainable 

Transport 

Cycling 

Infrastructure

Concept TBC GCC

E Transport A46 from M5 

Junction 9 to 

M69

Pre application 2019 £15m Highways 

England; 

Growth 

Deal; 

S106; CIL; 

Local 

authority 

funding

Congestion 

relief

£1m Improved 

attractivenes

s as an 

employment 

zone

E Transport Chepstow 

Bypass

Concept

E Transport Severn Vale 

Junction 13A, 

14 of M5 

junction 

improvements/

new junction 

13A 

Concept

Transport Cheltenham 

cyber business 

park (a) 

infrastructure 

needs

Business Case 

Development

2017/8 100m Growth 

deal 3; 

private 

match; 

public 

funding 

500 7440 

(cyber 

business 

park 

including 

GCHQ 

supply 

chain 

10,000 45ha £20m road 

infrastruct

ure to 

support 

proposal

CBC Jeremy 

William

son
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Category Investment 

Theme

Project / 

Programme 

Name

Current 

position

Timeframe 

for start

Total cost of 

project

Secured 

funding

Source of 

secured 

funding

Source of 

proposed 

funding

Housing 

(dwellings)

Jobs 

created 

(specify 

Direct or 

Indirect)

Number 

of jobs 

created

Amount of 

employme

nt land 

created

Skills and 

Education 

(specify 

schools 

places, 

apprentices, 

other)

Transport Private 

sector 

Leverage

Other 

(please 

specify)

District Officer Risks Interdepe

ndencies 

with GIIP

Category A – Infrastructure projects that have approvals, funding and delivery plans in place. They are likely to be on site or start on site in 2015-16. Also considered that any final issues stalling progression of delivery i.e. funding have been resolved.

Category B – Infrastructure projects at a suitably advanced stage with sufficient detail to ensure project could be brought forward for Growth Deal or other funding opportunities in 2015 / 2016. 

Category C – Infrastructure projects with a developing concept that could be brought forward for Growth Deal or other funding opportunities in 2016 / 2017. These are likely to be at concept or business case stage.

Category D – Developer-led infrastructure projects with infrastructure requirements that may or may not be fully funded. An indication of supporting infrastructure costs should be identified along with an indication of funding gap and source i.e. S106 / CIL and timing 

of investment.

Category E – Infrastructure projects that are a longer-term priority and may not yet be at concept proposal stage. These projects need to identify what is required to bring forward projects and funding. It may be that these projects would benefit from a small amount 

of developmental funding to determine feasibility.
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GEGJC Report – 7th September 2016

Mapping the GIIP – Demonstration

Meeting Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee
Report author Jonathan Medlin

Tel no.: 01452 

Email: jonathan.medlin@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Background 
documents

GEGJC Infrastructure Investment Pipeline (GIIP) 

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

As listed above or on request from the report author.

Main consultees A wide range of public and private sector representatives have 
provided input to the various Council and GFirst LEP processes that 
have informed the development of the Gloucestershire Infrastructure 
Investment Pipeline.

Planned dates 7th September – update and demonstration of mapping
September to October – finalise mapping and live testing
November – Mapping data available to GEGJC.

Purpose of report To update on, and demonstrate, the mapping of GIIP.

Recommendations The Joint Committee resolves to: 
1. Note the information provided in this paper as an update to 

mapping the GIIP to assist in decisions about 
Gloucestershire’s growth related strategic infrastructure 
priorities.

2.
Reasons for 
recommendations

To enable the GEGJC to have a clear understanding of the progress 
made against the GIIP and agree new project additions.

Resource 
Implications

There are no direct resource implications associated with this update 
paper.  Additions and changes to the GIIP will necessitate small 
mapping amendments following the relevant approvals.

Background

1 The GIIP comprises a list of infrastructure requirements brought together across 
the whole of Gloucestershire. It is reviewed, refreshed and updated on a regular 
basis to take account of emerging infrastructure requirements and funding 
opportunities. The GIIP is a live document which is actively managed through the 
GEGJC Senior Officer Group.

2 In its current form, the list is a 2 dimensional aggregation of useful information.  
Decisions relating to categorisation, prioritisation, additions and changes could be 
usefully informed through a spatial representation of the items.
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3 The mapping exercise supplements the GIIP.  It will allow interactions and 
connections to be visualised.

Mapping Exercise and Demo

4 All data from GIIP is available (see GIIP update item on this agenda) and 
updated through the GEGJC.  Figure 1, below, illustrates the GIIP column 
headings.

Figure 1: GIIP Data

5 It is straightforward to plot most of the infrastructure on the GIIP.  Once plotted, 
underlying GIIP data can then be interrogated spatially.  It is possible to analyse 
infrastructure projects geographically, thematically, according to category, or 
temporally.  Figure 2 (below) shows 4 schemes in Gloucester City and calls up 
the basic GIIP data for each.
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Figure 2: Geographic Proximity of 4 GIIP items

6 It is also possible to interrogate the data to isolate certain attributes.  For 
example, if we want to know all infrastructure projects which are likely to be 
funded in part or full by the Growth Deal, layers can be switched on or off 
accordingly.  Similarly, we could isolate by category (A to E or combinations).  
Figure 3 shows an example area with Categories A and B only in view.

Figure 3: Map Showing Only GIIP Categories A and B

7 Data is mapped within GCC GIS.  All data used is based on publically available 
information.  The mapping of the data allows it to be transferred into open-access 
sources such as Google Maps for wider accessibility (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4:Interrogation can be through GIS (ArcView or similar) or shared through Google 
Maps

Next Steps

8 Further testing of the data already mapped is required, with testing on 
volunteers/users for functionality. This is likely to take place during September 
and October.

9 Once changes are made, the GIS data can be held in a secure space for access 
by GEGJC Officers/Members only, and/or made more widely available in due 
course.
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VISION 2050 AND 'FUTURE AMBITIONS' WORK AGENDA NO: 

Meeting Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee

Report author Nigel Riglar

Tel no: 01452 328470
Email: nigel.riglar@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Background 
documents

(1) Local Government Association (LGA) Economic Growth Case Study; (2) 
Papers for GEGJC meeting of March 16 & July 8; (3) Final 
Gloucestershire Economic Growth ‘Showcase’ document; (4) Draft think 
piece – ‘Gloucestershire – refreshing the ambitions: July 16’

Location/Contact 
for inspection of 
background 
documents

(1, 2 & 3) The paperwork for the GEGJC can be found on the County 
Council’s website.

(4) The document is attached at Appendix 1.

Main consultees GEGJC and Senior Officer Group representatives, including GFirst LEP.

Planned dates As indicated in the report

Purpose of report To provide insight on various strands of devolution work that will inform 
future Economic Development / Growth Strategies of partners.

Recommendations

1. To note the report; 
2. Member Councils to make arrangements to comment on the Think Piece 

contained in Appendix 1 during September; and,
3. Committee members either to attend the September 30 workshop or to 

make sure they are appropriately represented.  

Reasons for 
recommendations

At the last GEGJC meeting members highlighted the need to take a long 
term view, potentially out to 2050, of economic growth in the County  in 
order to inform short to medium term discussions and decisions around for 
example devolution,  future rounds of Growth Deal, future reviews of the 
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and land use plans and business rates.

Resource 
Implications

Consultant fees – c. £2-4k.
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CURRENT ECONOMIC GROWTH ‘AMBITIONS’ WORK
1. There are currently 4 pieces of work commissioned by Leadership Gloucestershire or the 

GEGJC that will inform the thinking of local partner bodies on devolution, public sector 
reform and economic growth. In summary these are:

 KPMG have been commissioned by LG to critically review the devolution proposition; 
 Following on from earlier work the GEGJC endorsed the County Council’s proposal to 

commission ‘3rd Life Economics’ to do a further piece of challenge work to stimulate 
debate amongst the Committee on economic growth ambitions with a particular 
emphasis on productivity, connectivity and a ‘city-region’ approach;

 Leading Places Project – The Higher Education Funding Council for England (which 
funds and regulates Universities) has been working with the Local Government 
Association and UniversitiesUK on a project to explore how Universities and Local 
Authorities can work together in developing their local communities over the long term. 
The Gloucestershire project will focus on Governance and delivery of future economic 
ambition;

 2050 Vision – commissioned by Leadership Gloucestershire, GFirst LEP are taking this 
project forward with the aim of bringing together a number of subject experts to 
populate a list of challenging propositions that could provide options for future 
economic growth.  

2. In essence the KPMG work provides the overall devolution context and challenge, the 
2050 Vision project, informed by the work for the Committee of 3rd Life Economic, will focus 
on identifying challenging economic growth interventions that could be taken forward in the 
County and the Leading Places Projects will help establish Governance and delivery 
arrangements for the outcomes from the 2050 Vision project, in particular. 

3. The timescales for the various strands of work are broadly aligned and are planned to 
come together in October / November of this year. 

WORK OF 3rd LIFE ECONOMICS
4. A draft think piece has been produced by David Marlow and is attached at Appendix 1. 

Members and their officers are invited to comment on this at their earliest convenience. A 
workshop has been planned for September 30 that will allow Committee members and 
partner organisations to come together and discuss the think piece. This discussion could 
form the basis of a GEGJC submission into the 2050 Vision project.

5. David Marlow has introduced the workshop in the following terms:-

6. " The 'refreshing ambitions' thought piece re-frames Gloucestershire's local growth goals 
within a long term perspective that provides a bridge to any 2050 vision. It poses six 
transformational questions and suggests answers that might take 10 - 20 years to deliver. 
Yet these are the sorts of strategies that some of the most successful places in the world 
have adopted in recent decades to transform their profile, reputation, and outcomes for 
their communities. They also provide important counters to the extreme uncertainties 
facing the UK and devolution journeys over the post-referendum period of the remainder of 
this parliament.

7. The workshop on 30th September will enable GEGJC (and partners as appropriate) to 
consider the implications of adopting these sorts of ambitions. It will test how ambitious the 
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sub-region wishes to be over the medium and longer terms and the 2-3 flagships that 
GEGJC wishes Gloucestershire to be known for. It will feed into the other devolution and 
Vision 2050 exercises and can establish work programmes for these over the coming 
months and 2017."

Options
8. The various pieces of work have now been commissioned. Clearly, many options for the 

future are likely to emerge as a result and will be subject to separate decision-making 
processes.

Risk assessment  
9. The main risk is that Gloucestershire does not successfully position itself in terms of its 

commitment to delivering economic growth and misses out on Government and private 
sector inward investment. The establishment of long-term ambitions and in due course 
realistic delivery plans will help mitigate this.

Officer advice
10.To note the report and in particular the opportunity to use the 3rd Life Economics work to 

identify challenging economic growth interventions that might inform the 2050 Vision 
Project.

Equalities considerations
11. It is likely that further work will be taken forward through existing policies and programmes, 

which already have equalities processes in place, plus further bespoke activity if required. 

Consultation feedback
12.The Committee and Senior Officer Group are supportive of the further work.

Performance management/follow-up 
13.The immediate next steps: (1) Member Councils to consider the Think Piece (Appendix 1) 

and pass any comments to Nigel Riglar; and, (2) Ensure Committee members attend or 
are appropriately represented at the September 30 workshop.  
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Gloucestershire - refreshing the ambitions: July 2016 
 

Executive Summary 
 

This paper seeks to stimulate fresh thinking and discussion about Gloucestershire's ambitions 
for transformational growth over the coming decade and beyond.  
 
It argues strongly that Gloucestershire's primary local growth challenge is to redress poor 
and relative decline in productivity over the last fifteen years. European examples suggest 
that non-metropolitan regions of Gloucestershire's size and scope can achieve and sustain 
high productivity-led growth. Moreover, this does not necessarily mean adopting prevailing 
UK  models epitomised by London and the more successful areas of the Greater South East. 
 
Rather, the paper proposes workshop discussions which might consider how Gloucestershire 
can promote transformational growth underpinned by priorities such as:- 
 

 Growing a 'top 25' global research university over the next twenty years 
 Focusing enterprise, innovation and skills support single-mindedly on "frontier firms" 

from whom most business and economic growth is likely to be delivered 
 Positioning Cheltenham-Gloucester as a leading UK 'metro' anchoring the 

Gloucestershire 'city-region', and putting in place policies to make this a reality 
 Promoting radical improvements in connectivity to London and Thames Valley 
 Adopting a more striking goal for public services reform and fiscal devolution 
 Developing one or two flagship signature investments of undisputed international 

significance with which to enthuse and engage proactive government support 
 
These ideas are posed explicitly as a 'provocation' - a catalyst for enabling open, sometimes 
difficult conversations for GEGJC, Leadership Gloucestershire and key partners. However, 
they are not fanciful and frivolous - but rooted in OECD, Treasury, Bank of England and other 
expert analyses of 'productivity puzzles'.  
 
Notwithstanding the economic and political shocks of recent events, this type of discussion is 
important and relevant to how Gloucestershire moves forward over the medium and long 
term. It is hoped that this paper provides a useful scene-setter and thought piece in advance 
of a GEGJC workshop on the topic in late Summer/early Autumn. 
 
David Marlow 
18th July 2016  
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Gloucestershire - refreshing the ambitions: July 2016 
 
Introduction and purpose: Following the drafting of the 'Growth Showcase', Nigel Riglar (NR) of 
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) has commissioned David Marlow (DM) of Third Life Economics 
(3LE) to deliver a follow-up exercise. This will assist GEGJC Members and partners to review and 
refresh Gloucestershire's growth ambitions. The piece of work comprises:- 
 

1. Authoring a scene-setting paper that explores major challenges and opportunities for 
Gloucestershire to define genuinely transformational growth ambitions  

2. Testing and developing this paper with GEGJC members (and officers/partners as 
appropriate) in a seminar/workshop session - probably convened in late September/October 

3. Writing up a recommended action plan for progressing the GEGJC appetite for refining and 
refreshing headline economic growth ambitions  

 
This report represents the item #1 scene-setting thought piece. The intention is to distribute this to 
GEGJC and appropriate partners during July, and seek feedback (perhaps including a small number of 
bilateral interviews) over the summer. The paper will then be revised and updated for the 
circumstances pertaining in the UK and locally by late-September 2016, prior to the GEGJC workshop. 
 
What is this paper for?: It is important to recognise this paper as a 'provocation'. A provocation's 
purpose is to provide constructive challenge of existing thinking - in this case the scale and character 
of Gloucestershire's economic growth ambitions. The paper is NOT a criticism of existing priorities 
and targets - as articulated in the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) of March 2014 and the "We are 
Gloucestershire" devolution bid of September 2015. These are accepted as 'fit for purpose' in terms 
of why and when they were agreed. 
 
However, circumstances today have moved on radically (especially post the EU referendum). With a 
new national government and new political, economic and social contexts, it is timely and 
appropriate for GEGJC and partners to revisit its approach to economic growth.  
 
The provocation by an external 'critical friend' creates a context in which the refresh can consider and 
debate difficult issues and sometimes uncomfortable questions. This debate will help determine the 
level of ambition Gloucestershire may wish to adopt going forward.  
 
Background and context: Gloucestershire is a relatively successful, modest-size economy (33rd/39 
in size of GVA by LEP area). The Gloucestershire Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) describes a strong, 
resilient functional economic area with an attractive national environment. Latest ONS figures 
(February 2016) show  2014 workplace-based GVA of £14.9bn. This is above England averages  
excluding London, and 12th/39 LEP areas on a per head basis. Gloucestershire has high densities of 
advanced manufacturing business, strong assets and capabilities in key industries and technologies 
(including digital and cyber-security, nuclear and green energies), and two growing local universities.  
 
These considerable strengths, though, are moderated by lower than England average population 
growth rates. This includes a rapidly growing elderly component forecast to rise to 22.2% of 
population by 2021. GVA and productivity growth rates have been below UK averages over the last 
fifteen years. Having reached a peak GVA per head of 107.5% of UK averages (including London) in 
2003, by the latest ONS figures this had slipped back to 99% per head and 92% per job filled. 
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To address these more challenging trends, the "Growth Showcase" of May 2016 suggested, " Our 
ambitions are not merely to sustain an average, 'stuck in the middle', England or UK performance as a 
modest size functional economic area. Looking at other successful non-metropolitan European 
regions, we are confident we can, over the medium term, achieve levels of productivity and 
performance akin to some of our more successful continental neighbours." 
 
It is in this context, and in the light of the 'shock' of post-referendum events, that the 'ambitions 
exercise' is being conducted. Current SEP and devolution targets propose growth of 34,000 additional 
jobs, 5,000 apprenticeships and GVA uplift of 4.7% (approaching £500m) over the 2016-21 period. 
The "We are Gloucestershire" devolution prospectus augments this with commitments to 47,000 new 
homes over the medium term. 
 
As Gloucestershire recommences devolution negotiations with the new Government, there are 
questions over whether both the character and content of these targets are appropriate for an 
aspirant Combined Authority at the forefront of local growth in England.  
 
For instance, Gloucestershire's job growth 2008-14 was 33,000 (NOMIS). This was impressive - the 
second fastest LEP growth rate after London. However, prior to the referendum, it makes the 34,000 
target to 2021 more a status quo than a transformational option.  
 

More profoundly in terms of targets, 
Gloucestershire's challenge is productivity 
rather than employment numbers. 
Productivity growth has been below 
England averages for the last fifteen years. 
Over the decade to 2014 GVA per hour 
worked declined by 5.9% (from over the 
national average to 94.3%). 
Gloucestershire was the fourth poorest 
performance of the 39 LEPs by this 
measure - significantly below performance 
achieved in all neighbouring LEPs.  
 
UK productivity is weak compared to 
leading EU and US economies. Looking at 
Eurostat indices to 2014, Gloucestershire's 
GDP per capita declined by 18 points over 
15 years and 8 points over the last decade. 
Although not strictly a productivity 
measure, this suggests international 
competitiveness trends are weak.  

 
The SEP has a GVA ambition of growing Gloucestershire's economy by £494m over the six years to 
2021 as a DIRECT result of SEP interventions. It also suggests SEP and Core Strategy-induced growth 
approaching £1bn over the six years. However, it is not clear how this augments "business as usual" 
GVA growth; nor how GVA growth will change post the referendum shock. Moreover, GVA growth is 
not an economy-wide productivity target. 
 
It is proposed that if Gloucestershire wishes to refresh its ambitions, and consider transformational 
options, a PRODUCTIVITY-based approach should provide the foundations for this exercise.  
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Productivity and transformational local growth: Productivity is a measure of output or value 
created per unit of input. Although there are a number of inputs that can be measured (e.g. capital, 
energy, materials etc), ONS tends to produce sub-national productivity series for GVA against Labour 
hours worked or jobs filled. The hours worked figure is the one used above for Gloucestershire. 
 
On this measure, UK productivity is very poor by international standards of advanced countries. In 
Government's National Productivity Plan, UK average productivity is 31% lower than that in the US 
and 17% below the G7 average. Notwithstanding our strong current economic growth, this gap has 
been rising. This is because UK growth has been delivered by increasing employment (often of lower 
value jobs) rather than by increasing productivity. 
 
In terms of Gloucestershire, performance trends are already weak vis-a-vis UK averages. To some 
extent these might be argued to be skewed by the strong performance of London and the 'Home 
Counties'. To counter this impression, DM's previous presentation to GEGJC (March 2016) identified 
a small number of high performing non-metropolitan EU regions that might have some read-across 
to Gloucestershire. Gloucestershire has both gross and trend deficits against these comparators. 
 

Region Thumbnail GVA Gross GVA PPS
1
 2005-14

2
 

Groningen 
(NUTS2) 

 Very strong university and medical-based city (200k) 
anchoring 600k region, with less successful hinterland 

€28.6bn 163% +28.5% 

Salzburg 
(NUTS2) 

 Strong RD&I and business (mechanical engineering, food, 
life sciences) city (150k) in 530k state with high quality 
culture and environment 

€24.3bn 152% +34.9% 

Uppsala 
(NUTS3) 

 350k county anchored by 200k city with global strengths in 
HE and biotech 

€15.1bn 120% +50.1% 

Gloucestershire 
(NUTS3) 

 617k county anchored by 270k C-G 'metro' with global 
strengths in cyber,  strong employment growth, high 
quality environment 

€20.8bn 106% +16% 

 

Not too much should be read into this table, and the examples may not be the best (and are 
certainly not the only) ones. It does, however, demonstrate non-metropolitan regions of 
Gloucestershire's scale can achieve impressive growth results (even given UK growth has tended to 
outperform the EU in recent years). It also suggests that productivity-focused transformational 
growth does NOT have to replicate the models of London and the Greater South East. 
  
Theories of productivity growth: There is voluminous literature and analysis about productivity 
growth from, inter alia, Treasury, Bank of England, OECD, and a number of  think tank analyses. 
Traditionally government has focused on addressing five drivers - investment, innovation, skills, 
entrepreneurship and competition. In the last decade, this has been augmented by a focus on cities - 
the benefits of agglomeration and specialisation; and the reduction of travel times to globally 
competitive metros. Most recently, this has been accompanied by an increasing attention to effective 
governance and on public services reform to reduce dependency and 'failure-related' expenditure. 
 
Productivity improvement strategies raise a number of tensions between different approaches. The 
most common of these concern the balance to strike between investing in success and tackling 
underperformance; concentrating on a small number of large urban centres with potential for 
agglomeration or polycentric smaller towns and cities; focusing on existing large 'anchor' sectors and 
industries or supporting emerging new business models; strengthening links and connections to 
global markets and metros or supporting indigenous development. 

                                                           
1
 This is GVA per head at purchasing power standards - where the EU28 average is 100% 

2
 This is GVA growth over the  decade to 2014. 
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These tensions need to be resolved to manage growth sustainably, and mitigate a trend towards 
increasing inequalities and social polarisation. 
 
If Gloucestershire seeks to put productivity growth at the centre of a refreshed ambitions process, 
consideration will need to be given to both the socio-economic models to be prioritised, and how 
potential trade-offs might be managed. 
 
Towards an initial workshop on productivity ambitions: Krugman quoted famously (The Age 
of Diminishing Expectations, 1994) "Productivity isn't everything, but in the long run it is almost 
everything. A country's ability to improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on 
its ability to raise its output per worker". Recent OECD analysis suggests productivity improvement 
has accounted for over 50% of GVA per capita income rises in OECD countries 2008-14 (and 
employment growth to under 5%). For the 2020s and beyond this is forecast to rise to over 80% (for 
advanced OECD countries) with a negligible employment growth contribution. 
 
A Gloucestershire growth ambitions workshop, therefore, may wish to augment (or replace) 
employment targets with interventions much more focused on productivity improvement. A small 
number of examples in 'provocation mode' are provided below. 

Should Gloucestershire prioritise building a global research university and 
leading agriculture niche HE player? 

 
For innovation and knowledge based growth the advantages of global quality research institutions and strong 
systems for diffusion of research and development are crucial. Gloucestershire needs to consider new ambitions 
for university research, development and innovation over the coming period. 
 
In the July 2015 BIS comparative advantage mapping work, Gloucestershire was universally in the bottom 20% of 
LEPs for volume and impact of publications in key national technology and industrial priority areas (and 39th for 
the industrial strategy sectors). It was bottom 20% for STEM degree and doctoral qualifications, for non-UK 
postgraduate enrolments, and 38th for income earned per HE academic. Yet the LEP area is better than average 
(normally between 10th-20th) for Business Expenditure on R&D, Innovate UK grants, employment in science, 
research, engineering and technology professions, and NVQ4+ qualifications. 
 
University of Gloucestershire and RAU are both very new. In the 2014 Research Excellence Framework they 
submitted 15 case studies between them (out of 413 from the South West and almost 7,000 nationally). Neither 
was named on the initial steering group for the South West and South East Wales Science and Innovation Audit. 
Gloucestershire has under 10,000 enrolments and RAU just over 1200. Neither currently appear in top 50 HE 
rankings on any of the major UK university ranking tables. 
 
One can argue about the data both in terms of accuracy and how current it is. But it is what an external observer 
undertaking desk research on Gloucestershire might find. 
  
Imagine 2036 (twenty years hence):  University of Gloucestershire is a top 25 UK (and top 200 global) research-
based university with around 20,000 enrolments. RAU is the UK's leading specialist agricultural HEI.  With the 
lifting of the cap on student numbers, and major imminent national reforms of HE, should Gloucestershire be 
much more explicit and ambitious about its universities, and about the contribution expected from them to local 
growth and productivity improvement? 
 
What would this mean for future revisions of the SEP and priority asks of government in devolution agendas?    
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Towards a relentless focus on 'frontier firms'? 
 

 
If Gloucestershire seeks high productivity growth strategies, a relentless focus on supporting the growth of 
its own "frontier firms" (and attracting new ones) is important. This is not only in their existing business 
models and markets. The business support strategy would prioritise closing the gap of Gloucestershire 
frontier firms with national and global leaders, increasing frontier firms impact on average productivity 
business, and also enabling low productivity firms to exit more easily. 
 
The ambitions workship might wish to consider whether we know who our frontier firms are; how focused 
our support programmes are on them; and the impact of enabling low productivity business to exit/close.   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Do we want to design and develop a genuine metro? 
 
Government and most commentators on productivity-led growth now advocate agglomeration benefits that  
businesses and economies get from firms locating near each other and building cluster opportunities for 
networking and collaboration. Related to agglomeration economics has been the positioning of cities as 
attractors and retainers of talent and the 'creative class'. 
 
Gloucester is included as one of the Centre for Cities 'top 63' UK cities - just surpassing the (admittedly arbitrary) 
threshold of 125,000 population. However, this necessarily puts it towards the bottom of the top 63 in terms of 
profile and reputation. 
 
The production of a core strategy for Cheltenham-Gloucester-Tewkesbury (CGT) begins to construct foundations 
for a much bigger (albeit distributed) urban form of 300-350,000 residents. The two ONS Cheltenham-Gloucester 
built urban areas (BUAs) amount to over 270,000 population. This makes a C-G 'metro' a top 30 UK city, akin in 
size to Derby or Plymouth, and significantly larger than cities like Milton Keynes, Norwich and Swindon. The C-G 
metro has major transport hubs and corridors, an airport, indigenous university, and many of the attributes of a 
premier UK city - just arguably they have not been presented as such hitherto. 
 
Should Gloucestershire consider repositioning the LEP area in these type of city-region terms? More profoundly, if 
GEGJC and partners are serious about C-G as a top-30 metro, what are the implications for investment priorities 
that make the 'metro' work and grow well in international and national competitiveness terms?  
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What should be Gloucestershire's premier connectivity ask? 
 
Alongside city-led agglomeration, connection to global 'metros' is the major physical requirement of 
leading non-metropolitan regions. Currently, Gloucestershire's transport and infrastructure investment 
priorities and asks relate to intra-LEP connectivity. Arguably, this needs to be matched with a much 
more ambitious approach to connectivity to London (and Heathrow/Thames Valley) as Europe's 
leading world city. 
 
DM did a high level analysis of relative London rail connectivity of Cheltenham Spa station compared 
to two other mid-size metros. The results are striking:- 
 

 Trains Doncaster to London -  160 miles - 65 trains per day; direct; fastest 1hr 37, average 1hr 
47; will reduce to 75 minutes with introduction of Hitachi super express IEP trains in 2018 

 Trains Exeter to London - 180 miles - 24 trains per day; direct; fastest 2hr 5; average 2hr 21 
plus many others with changes and to Waterloo. NR Western route study identifies options 
for reduction to 1hr 45. PRTF major lobbying group post Dawlish 2012 disruption 

 Trains Cheltenham Spa to London - 110 miles - 48 train per day; fastest 2hr 1; average 2hr 
14; Up to 48 per day but only 8-9 direct 

 
Doncaster and Exeter have qualitatively superior services  now, and ambitious improvements either 
programmed or clearly  on Government's (and Network Rail's radar). Moreover, with the delivery of 
GWR electrification and probably HS2, in the next decade mainline improvements will deliver London- 
Bristol 2018 1hr 19m, Cardiff 1hr 45m; HS2 London  - Birmingham 49m, Crewe 55m, Manchester       
1hr 08 (each with at least 2-3 direct trains per hour). 
 
How does Gloucestershire expect to compete with locations with this level of connectivity to London? 
Should we be progressing radical high profile London- connectivity asks in future iterations of growth 
and devo-deals? Do we know what these are? How robust are their business cases?   

What should Gloucestershire's approach be to fiscal devolution? 
 
Gloucestershire's devolution bid seeks all the normal areas of functional devolution within a fiscal 
neutrality (Treasury and local) principle. It builds on existing innovative experience with business rates 
pooling, social impact bonds etc. It also seeks extensions to 'One Public Estate', innovative property and 
borrowing approaches. Although, no doubt, the bid is supported by financial modelling, the public 
documents lack precise numbers and amounts. 
 
Leadership Gloucestershire may wish to review this approach. Greater Manchester's 'Growth and Reform 
Plan', 2014, for instance, has a very singular fiscal reform goal -"to become a net contributor to the 
(national public) economy by 2020" (i.e. compared to a £4.7bn.p.a. deficit in 2014).  
 
Centre for Cities have published a Gloucestershire LEP area "Tax and Spend fact sheet". It is not clear (to 
DM) whether this analysis is accepted locally. However, it shows 2013/14 taxes collected per 
Gloucestershire job around £1500 less than the average collected per Great Britain worker. Consequently, 
public expenditure in Gloucestershire exceeds tax receipts by £1.1bn. 
 
Should Gloucestershire consider an explicit fiscal target akin to the Greater Manchester approach? What 
implications does this have - both for growth strategy, and in terms of public services reforms for reducing 
dependency, health and care integration etc.? 
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An initial GEGJC ambitions workshop will enable Members (with partners as appropriate) to:- 
 

 consider further whether and how Ambitions might be adapted to focus more on 
transformational improvements in productivity 

 identify and debate 'difficult issues' around genuinely transformational growth  

 discuss options for the structure and processes of a full productivity exercise (e.g. in terms of 
research and analysis, visioning, action planning, negotiations with government etc) 

 agree any next steps to progress this strand of work 
 
Workshop outcomes and action planning recommendations will be written up in a short report. 
 
Thinking about the referendum shock, and positioning with the new Government: The  
fallout from the EU referendum and the inception of a new Government is profound and the 
implications remain highly uncertain. The priority to be given to devolution, the extent and duration 
of any post-referendum economic downturn, the pervasive distraction of Government negotiating 
BREXIT, and long term consequences are unknown.  
 
Should, however, this uncertainty delay or alter this piece of work? 
 
Gloucestershire's productivity challenges are fundamental and inter-generational in character. This 
exercise raises awareness of productivity issues and how they might be addressed in the medium and 
long terms. These will not go-away as a result of any post-referendum hiatus. Indeed, one can argue 
for making progress on this during any post-referendum hiatus, to be better prepared for the 
inevitable opportunities that will begin to emerge later in the year and during 2017. 
 
Certainly, this thought-piece may be amended immediately prior to any workshop depending on 
developments in the interim. However, DM's initial recommendations are that it should proceed.   
 
Concluding remarks: There  is a strong rationale for Gloucestershire's leadership team to 
periodically review and refresh its collective ambitions. As GEGJC recommences its dialogue with a 
new Government about enhanced devolution, and in the aftermath of the referendum, such an 
exercise is important and timely. DM hopes this thought piece will assist GEGJC in this process. 
 
David Marlow, 18th July 2016 

What does Gloucestershire really wish to be known for? 
 
Gloucestershire's existing SEP and Devolution bids articulate a number of major project asks, and tick a 
number of national boxes in terms of initiatives like the 'Growth Hub', GREEN Centre etc.  
 
However, many devolution agreements include government commitments to 'signature' investments to drive 
growth. These include Graphene and Henry Royce Institutes in Greater Manchester; National Smart Data 
Institute in the North East; Birmingham's Institute for Translational Medicine; and major expansions of 
Advanced Manufacturing Research Park at Sheffield. Arguably even Bristol and Bath Science Park and Food 
Enterprise Zone in West of England anchor the economic priorities in their draft devolution agreement .  
 
What might be Gloucestershire's flagship(s) in this regard? And are they of the right scale, scope and 
specificity to gain Government enthusiasm and tangible buy-in? 
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